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Introduction 
This story is about CalamityPK, how many of you could guess that? The 

friendliest community which shall remain until the death of RuneScape. Quit rs btw 
(haha banta).This story is gonna cover up the making of CPK and all what we’ve 
been through up until today, the highs and lows, the joys and woes, from Aus 
Swagg’s missing shirt to Dubzie’s hoes, all will be revealed in this truly thrilling tale. 
 

The constant lack of updates and neglect that all Runescape players have 
endured since the introduction of legacy has been brutal. None of us have been 
more so traumatised than the PvP community. The loss of legendary combatant 
groups such as: SOC, Le Immortals, Luminous, Warband FC, WBJ, Wanderers, 
Nicki Minaj and Sever Squad made this hell on earth all too real. These 
heartbreaking events have shown us that it is time, whilst the PvP community still 
has a spring in its step, to etch our name permanently into history. 
 

This story is gonna be written by more than one person, so don’t judge the 
use of language, spelling or punctuation. (actually had to google the english word for 
this) - Kristaps 

Prologue 
CPK went downhill after IDran and Anna Cloud left the leadership - Cam 

 
Well, 4 years ago when me roli and anna created cpk I never thought it would last this long 

lmfao I remember the first month or two of cpk me and roli would go to random places and find 
random noobs to join the fc just for some numbers and teach them how to do wbs etc. Looking at 
where the fc is now and how it's still poppin 4 years later is very nice to see. Shoutout to the amar 
squad for keeping the fc going to this day and hopefully there's plenty more years to come although 
the game is probs ded soon hehe xd - Denis 
 

First and foremost before we get into the actual story about CalamityPk, there wouldn’t be 
warbands without us because we put it on runelabs therefore you should be grateful. Also great to be 
apart of the fc alongside the great leaders who lead the fc everyday. CPK is one of the main reason I 
still play this game because of the banta init. Shoutout to the people making me rich and keeping it 
wag1, keeping it short and simple, thank you for the fun! - Expred 
 

uloF73u.png - Aus Swagg 
 

Kayne introduced me to CPK, ever since then I've been loyal to the soil. Didn't know many 
people apart from PVMA people in CPK back then, but everyone was great.Best moments were when 
we hated Trina so I would have to body her for her gano legs all the time, also when Jay lost full Arma 
to her and 2012 LOL. 

When I killed Aus Swagg in bs war for superior scrim and swift gloves and got banned for 
whole day from ts. When Aus died to some guy for full seasinger comp cape to a dbow spec, when 
soupy lost full tectonic to JWF even tho we told them we are fighting pks at lode he went 1vJWF LOL. 
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That time Soupy lost effigy cape to Favourably and we had to protect it. One of best 
memories was back when me and Kristaps hosted Aussie waves for 5 people and we still took loot of 
PKS, also the time when we killed yaks, thanks to us Yaks got more hp dogs. 

CPK has just been a great family to many of us for a long time no matter what people say, still 
best fc as a community and no one can compete in wildy 10v10 anytime anyplace. Have so many 
memories about cpk could make a whole book just of those but this is enough for now :) - Tin 
 

3nd world? - Deus Grego 
 

So many great memories with CPK over the years but to pick just one it has to be when me 
and Zi would just look for Took just to cause drama because what's warbands without drama am I 
right haha! almost got kicked out of CPK so many times idk how it never happened. Oh and when we 
got kicked out of PKS were the best weeks of warring ever imo :). - Harry 
 

I don’t want to snitch but Weeman was standing east corp and not fighting / also for the 
record, I pk’d a nox once :) - Myra 
 

My favourite CPK memory this far is, when dran died in farm for calling out BS’'ers on ts, and 
then got bs'd by 5-6 people. The subsequent actions caused Anna to rage on ts and say "do you 
know how long it took me to get Dran to come on for wave and you do this to him!!!!!!!!!" - Weeman 
 

Yoo wanna lend me 1b i’ll give you back 1.1b in a few days just don’t tell Aus Swagg  - 
Dubzie 
 

I’m going on holiday, don’t fuck things up. - Dran 
 

CPK memories? Being crashed by them, putting on a T9 cape to then carry on looting while 
watching others being slaughtered around me. Leaking them worlds and watching them kill selected 
people only in exchange (The evil tree is dead). Macing... sometimes the best and worst thing but 
nonetheless always fun. However, my favourite thing about CPK is their discipline. Everyone is on the 
same page when it comes to fighting, listening to calls and not caring about who is in front of us. The 
fc's strength is built from this and will always be unmatched. Team 9 or offline? - Guam 
 

What would warbands be without CPK winning again? But in order to delve into that topic, we 
must first ask ourselves; what is winning? I consider winning to be when you could lie to Dran about 
dying that wave in order to claim a free set of karil’s from him. But in order for there to be winners, 
there must always be losers. The losers in this case are the people of r/Runescape, whom, after 
losing countless +1s to CalamityPK, have decided to blame jmod favouritism for their unfortunate loss 
of items. Have CPK always been winners though? With a handful of incidents such as Dubzie and 
Jeapers’ loss of items at the hands of account predators, many would question if even CalamityPK’s 
most elite were safe from the notorious flying mole. 

As for actual CPK memories, I joined around December of 2014. I’d joined potato legacy as 
an irl friend of mine told me “The leader’s voice is hot” this leader would be soon revealed to be anna 
cloud. A few minutes before wave a week or so into being a proud member of potato legacy, iDran 
invited me to join wave, and that my trial would be done after wave (there never was a trial lol I got in 
for free). This is when I established my leeching ways, barely scraping gear reqs, running from whites, 
the whole package. I ran around with a war tortoise and not a care in the world. Then I met the one 
and only Dyslexic, JayTanksInvent, instantly drawn to his hilarious accent, I began joining in on the 
after war bs festival and tagged his yak. I’ll never forget “hahaha look at this little nigga Sehun taggin 
my yak what are you doing fella?” Jay took me under his wing, teaching me the finer points of flaming, 
taking my royal crossbow numerous times. Then it happened. Sometime in early 2015, Jay pmed me 
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to come into “apparently” clan chat. He was the only person in there at the time and we had some 
back and forth flame, he taught me the career ender, cautioning me that it only be used in the most 
extreme circumstances. I was allowed into babesquad, with great power came no responsibility. We 
were unstoppable. Around period of time, 3am one night Jay, Fruit, Tspaceom and possibly others 
were sitting on teamspeak, joking around laughing at pictures of Stee. Then it happened, T om had 
transformed the pictures into gifs, Stee bombing, Stee’s head sliding between green hill graves, and 
many others. I didn’t sleep until nearly 7am laughing at these. We still link them to each other 
occasionally and have a laugh. I began talking to old Australian friends again, I met eyes like Leon 
and Keenan many years ago around 2012 or so. They introduced me to Gazza and GT Australia, two 
of the funniest cunts I’ve ever had the honour of meeting. Shortly GT/Jarrad showed me the legendary 
hot dog pic ( https://i.gyazo.com/466d120801c71b772ab267a5ec16e2e1.png ) this picture became 
infamous in CPK, still used to this day amongst the warbands community. Disaster struck as I was 
swiftly kicked by Denis after some name drama. I re-joined a few months after that for a short time 
before either being kicked or leaving again, at this point I don’t even remember. I joined wanderers 
shortly after that, enjoyed a few weeks in there, they were shit for loot and Icy Kitty and cruel’s voices 
nearly drove me to suicide. When I maxed 23/6/15, Jay pmed me “grats tool, when are you rejoining 
CPK?” it was time for the salamander to slide on home to his nest. I handed in my resignation to nsj 
and joined CPK for the third time. Some time after this, I met Squidward and began doing waves with 
VIP bands, allied with CPK at the time. With a serious lack of Australian hosts, I constantly had to get 
both fcs on the same teamspeak and lead waves on my own. Denis was not happy with this, which 
led to general distrust of CPK and how they operated, i had to protect my weeb leeches. During this I 
was banned and KOS from CPK again, rising to the rank of Captain. Months later, and a good chat to 
Jay after Squidward and I discontinued our friendship, I was permitted to join CPK once again. That 
didn’t last long, I took some time away from Runescape, lost my spot in the fc. When I came back, Jay 
allowed me to rejoin once more. That was the most recent time. It lasted a decent amount of time, 
before some dubzie drama (xd money bout my dollars BOI) got in the way of that and Aus swiftly 
deleted me from CPK fc. I was allowed to stay part of Babesquad, and the Underground Meme Chat, 
which I am thankful for, because without the memes I would no doubt be bored of this game and quit 
near instantly. Shoutout Dyslexic Shoutout NHM Shoutout Bendy Straw Shoutout Bunny Hour 
Shoutout Durza Shout out Your Dad867 FUCK AUS SWAGG WON’T MEET ME WHEN I SAID I’D 
PAY FOR KEBABS LOL SHOUTOUT BEN N SOFI FOR NO MATTER WHAT STILL TALKING TO 
ME MY REAL NIBBAS #freemilotic  -  White Sam (Pumpkin) (add me back to cpk) 
 

Some of my best memories in CPK are mostly of the banter on teamspeak and in FC through 
like the dumb shit we came up with. One of my best out of warbands moments with the FC was the 
banter with the Stee pictures. For those who don't know Stee is like a level 3 skiller in AlmostLost who 
we made pics of making fun of him because of his head shape. Still to this day I look at some of these 
pictures and smile because of how retarded his head shape is. One of my best warbands moments 
however was the day we screamed hit every teamspeak offline, and made the entire wilderness 
leave, or when we started to kill familiars when we were out numbered and made everyone leave the 
wildy. I love all my CPK jigga’s and nigga’s. Shoutout Myra for the FAT GFX IN THE BOOK. 
18/01/2016 #FREEJAY - Jay 
 

Best memories would have to be bsing WBG in DH with Zi/Harry/Dan and Aaron then getting 
raged by Denis and banned from fc/ts so we’d have to run loot waves in Zi’s fc. Also Torts Kos and 
Vos Bets. - Trevorr 
 

A word of appreciation for CPK. I really enjoyed all the warband PKing with CPK. Whether it's 
at warband camps for loot or the brief periods of time after warbands in which we fight against SAPK 
+ allies. Although I never participated in macing it was funny seeing so many people lose their +1's in 
such a short timespan when it was first a thing. Even though I have retreated to a couple other fc's 
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briefly, CPK was by far the fc I had the most fun in warbands with. You made warbands more than 
just a "loot and leave" daily. Even after my break from RS you guys welcomed me back and I really 
appreciated that. It is too bad that most of the fc's I've seen around had mostly died out by now. Let's 
just hope the same doesn't happen to CPK one day - Railgun 
 

Before I joined I thought CPK was just a toxic fc (that's what everyone says anyways) but 
after being in here for pretty much a year, wbs is more fun in here. Doing wave with just looting fc's is 
way too boring. There is no banter at all but CPK have that and it makes wbs fun - Carmon 
 

A few months after the infamous Babesquad was formed, our King Amar lost his second 
#noxious longbow at wave. Tspaceesus had the great idea to make a gif of Dran losing his bow, 
which happened to include him getting hit by a bus... After posting this in the skype group Denis 
commanded the rat Owin to post it on TS in front of Dran. Of course Ratwin obeyed his master and 
posted it into the chat. 30 seconds of laughing passed before Dran banned Owin from TS and 
proceeded to ban Babesquad members until he found out who was the culprit. This furthered 
IDrannas idea that Babesquad was some form of cult against them and eventually lead to them 
leaving the fc! - T om 
 

Cold winters night out in the wilderness. Pony screams "STAFF OF SLISKE NIGR LET'S 
GO". I say "SCurvY mate let’s get going". I run up the hills of west volcano and man just clicks on me, 
no emote needed. Madting. Man goes in rev caves and we wait for his prayer to drop, gets to 50 and 
sips lol cbf. I ask how man's tb going, Pony says ‘’it should have 2 mins’’, Next thing man tellies. CBF 
Chinks can’t count l0l. Pony's a dense as fuck chink and he can’t count to 5 mins, Ambers cute l0l. - 
Paley 
 

CPK has been a big rollercoaster for me. A lot of good memories, tiny bit of drama. We’ve all 
been through this together. Long live CPK - Kristaps 
 

SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC 
SOC SOC SOC - SOC 
 

It all started in 2014 when Jay introduced me to CPK - and i can't thank him enough for doing 
so. I've met so many people throughout the years that i consider family now. Through hardships like 
the formation of the infamous Vpk we stood our ground and came out on top as we always do. So 
many iconic memories for instance killing yaks at pond whilst PKS had triple our numbers. Owin 
sniping that nox staff on the floor. Jay hosting waves roleplaying as Dran or Dave The Dwagon. Aus 
screaming on ts because he misclicked me and saw i had no protect item mid war (thanks fam). BIG 
RISK WAVE. DD Herald. POTATO LEGACY TS. Everyone build to Ult. Sam and Jay reading Sofis 
skype log with Alana. 
Jeremy clearing everyone in single. Weeman calling smite safe. FightClub outside Corp. Denis dying 
to a 8k tendril to Seismic at pond. 99 time bsing Joe P with reprisal stack. Tinko getting venged mid 
onslaught vs HxZ.Hanuman flaming Prod at every opportunity. w13 is a invalid world. Wolfskuul trying 
to find the GoT link. Sofi 2 hitting luke at wyrms. 'Ffs just lost another nox to Elkotte' - RsRuinedme. 
Dying to Adaptable for max range oops. So much more to write but i'm sure others will mention them. 
Shoutout to everyone who helped me improve in PvP from Kristaps merking me in white portal to 99 
time making me decent in purple portal wars. CPK have brought the best out of me and helped sculpt 
me into the GOD i am today. i luv u all x - Kayne 
 

“This goes out to all wall-bangs people, Fuck CPK!” - B0aty 
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My fav memory was around 2015 summer after Requiem left pks. We got pushed from corp 
to pond by pks and CPK was regrouping there, Aus tagged me in full sirenic with nihil. After that I had 
about 50 CPK ppl following and trading me spamming focus and need food bro. Also when Requiem 
allied with CPK, joined cpk ts for first time and first thing I get poked is thanks for ip, got spooked back 
then. Xd - Slipknot 
 

Since joining CPK, pking has been the most fun I've had in awhile. Also, deathmatch has 
been lit. Flash2:Wave: C P K W I N S A G A I N - Glimpse 
 

Bendy straw - Rachel 
 

I quit warbands, because Baq got so many barrows sets from me.. Kys Baq 
https://i.gyazo.com/15357760b16a318c296b47e39552ce74.jpg  - Substance  
 

I’ve been in CPK for a few years now and every warbands wave has been entertaining, even 
dead waves. Since warbands and RS3 PVP is dead now, we’ll conquer 07 next. - Baq 
 

Fuck Took - Zi 
 

Fuck CPK -  A Friend 
 

My favorite CPK memory is when we all used to make a box around 2 CPK members at and 
watch them fight in the box cheering them on. RIP Sniffles - Tori (7W/Teci) 
 

When we were on ts playing Christmas songs and singing along or when we all went and 
killed corp OR when we would do the slow walk back to ditch lmfao. *singing xmas songs on ts* - 
Meg/Mu 
 

I remember when we all went to kill corp mid war, and the time when Roli went off on one and 
started to delete people from the friends list mid wave. - Alice/Yellerbelly 
 

The old dh gang me Harry, Trevorr and Zi, gangganggang. - Aaron/Netflix 
 

Dubzie losing shadow Nox to Jeapers was hectic. - Dontitskanon 
 

Hate legacy release, miss Le Immortals, miss wbfc, miss soc, miss dd’ing at quercus and 
bodying T om for ascensions, miss the KOS list, love CPK. Miss editing Naturare’s rswiki profile to 
mention how he nearly put heathrow out of business because airlines were using his forehead as a 
landing strip, him changing it back every 30 seconds made it even more fun, massive shoutout to 99 
time for reminding me that we changed Nats profile pic to Gervinho too lmfao. - Anno 
 

The times I spent in fc not being 5/5’d were part of the best times in my rs career. I’m 
basically only a CPK member because Jay likes it when I say Shakira. Btw w00t 55 hunter whilst 
typing this! Favourite moment: Jay, Ben and Sofi getting me kicked from Decimus. - Salmie 
 

My favourite memory of CPK has to be the time when Jay and Sidd decided to have a two 
and a half hour discussion on Sidd’s ability to utilise his defensives consisting of maybe five buttons. 
The highlight of this conversation and my afternoon was when these two turban wearers decided to 
talk about their knobs, with Jay seemingly quite interested in seeing Sidd’s knob. This memory taught 
me something, Jay has a fantastic fashion sense with his ugg’ slippers, and that I shouldn’t start an 
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actual argument with Jay unless I want to flick my willy out for him to save to his wank bank at a later 
date. - Nobodee 
 

CPK failed to mace me and I joined with one of Denis’ 100 edates at the time (Togechu), the 
next day. - Jonny 
 

So I have been doing waves with cpk for about 2 years (allied in 103 and an actual member 
as of May 17th, 2016). First of all, I’d like to give a shout out to Bxdman/Jonny for guiding me towards 
making the best decision I’ve ever made in Runescape which is joining CPK. Regardless of what 
people say about CPK, it’s the best community/warbands friends chat you could ever be in. Thank 
you for everyone who contributed in making CPK a better fc. As what have been mention in chat 
before, and as what everyone in CPK can confirm, it’s not a CPK wave if there isn’t an argument or a 
funny moment. 

There have been many moments for me in CPK that worth to be mentioned as my 
favorite/funniest moments. I’ll start with my favorite moment in fc. It was on January 16th, 2016 when I 
pked my first noxious longbow and it happened to be recorded by ninetysixths where I was screaming 
like crazy and said stuff that I couldn’t even understand mixing between languages and going 
hardcore Arabic accent. For my funniest moment, it has to be when I was calling in a war and there 
was a bird attacking its reflection on my window and I just laughed hysterically that I had to mute mic 
and die in wildy. Many funny moments worth mention as well and Aus’ nex defender is the best one I 
can think of, couldn’t stop laughing that day! - FCB 
 

I lost faith in warbands fcs after being unrightfully kicked from a small one with paranoid 
leaders. When I joined CPK however, I felt this was completely different. This hash1 fc made me feel 
happy, I got accepted & respected by everyone from day 1. CPK offers everyone a real home with a 
warm family for not only warbands but for much more outside it. You can be unique and yourself, you 
have the opportunity to grow in pking and working together as a team. - Kortrijk 
 

#teamjona #fkalex - Moew 
 

Thank you to the entire CPK family! Throughout the years I've been with CPK, there's been 
some ups and downs, from being lured for my bank (group lured) being dropped by Sr Taco for a 
singularity, losing Trina’s dual ascensions to DMD and if you didn't already know, being bagged by the 
unstoppable Molefly. Although I've faced many problems throughout the game due to my own 
stupidity I always manage to come back, after being lured I killed KingShrkBrew for an Ascension and 
I was back on my feet. After the hijacking of my account I was left with nothing, but thankfully the kind 
people in CPK helped me out the next day by macing CLRD for his Nox Bow and letting me keep it, 
Thank you to Jay for letting me know how to secure my account properly, Trina for all the loans she 
always gave me, and the entire CPK mace team for always making me money :) My Favourite 
memory whilst being in CPK was pking Dubzie for his Shadow Nox, Sorry! Lastly I'd like to thank 
everyone in CPK, without you all it wouldn't be the same it's been an absolute blast and hopefully it'll 
stay the same until the complete death of Runescape. - Jeapers 
 

I went to a dwf with just Prod and the whole CPK fi waiting got on me instead of him because 
I was in teralith even tho I wasn’t skulled and he was, shows how much CPK always hunted me for 
risk, and Aus said ‘’don’t die Zora’’ and Denis l0l’d and I died almost instantly - Deadly/Zora 
 

Back in the early days I used to mock Sofi loads for pking and doing wbs as it seemed 
pointless and unenjoyable, however I then got an add in Aus' fc "Nicki Minaj" or "bang bands". I 
started off just looting on my alt because my main was locked at this point from being hacked. After 
looting for a while I got into pking and then got an add in CPK just before the split of WBG + Regiment 
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+ CPK (check sub chapter 3.1). At the time I didn't know what the fuck was going on just knew there 
was drama, I didn't know anyone but Sofi, Jay and Owin I would just sit on TS and listen to what was 
said and do just that. One of the first things I remember was Anna kicking me and de-ranking people 
over the whole slurp squad shit, Weeman said something about Anna having Dran’s back and she 
went on to say that ‘’this is CalamityPK’’ to which I replied ‘’no this is slurp squad’’ and I was 
instagone. We move forward a bit and now I know what I'm doing and I start taking better and better 
gear cause it's a lot more fun than just rags, anything below gano or barrows wasn't acceptable. This 
habit got a bit out of hand when I would start buying tect sets each wave only to lose them first clash 
then return in gano/ahrim's, my most impressive wave was losing 2 tect sets, 1 singers and 2 gano 
sets each time recycling with a comp cape. Shoutout to the time Jay and I went bomb tanking after 
wave and tried taking on about 50 PKS, me being smart I pre dipped and teled, Jay however was not 
as fortunate and ended up getting smited for his arcane, the poor lad. Shoutout to the time I ran outta 
pond with a PKS fi behind me and ran straight past Jay, who ended up getting ticked, one of the best 
plays I’ve ever done. I don't do waves anymore due to not enjoying at all but I still idle in fc when I'm 
on and I'll never forget the memories I've had and a big shout out to anyone in CPK who has shared 
the journey with us all. - Ben aka Honeymonster aka Honey Mustard 
 

I've only been in CPK since Illuzion became bones, but Cole said it was the most fun he ever 
had at his first wave, and he was hella right. - Inferior 
 

7d3e70585efa5f89af2d22449de381f5.gif - ChamiMagi 
 

My best memory is leaving cus Aus is Hitler also Nat is the cutest member of CPK. - 
Chanelle 
 

My best memory of being CPK was old times with karaoke and movie nights on ts. The best 
part of being CPK is the fact that the fc isn't just somewhere you chill for an hour a day to get your 
daily dose of xp (or pking) and leave, it's more like a family where most people get along and just 
have fun. - Amber/Northlane 
 

CPK is probably the biggest banter FC there is and I’ve definitely had my best and funniest 
warband experiences with this FC. The best parts of every big wave is probably the banter in TS and 
the times when Jay is leading while calling everyone retarded autistic cunts and just goes full on rage 
mode. Couldn’t imagine being in any other FC tbh cause without CPK warbands would be fucking 
dead. Also cos my bb Nat is in it xo, ily all - Sara/Stylish 
 

My favourite memory from my time of being in cpk, would be karaoke night 2 years ago where 
people sang their hearts out on ts. Not to mention not one day goes by without shits and giggles in fc.  
Even though I’m not part of wbs and I’m no use where that’s concerned at all, I love the fc to bits.  
That being said, cpk is great and filled with lots of lovely people and I hope it stays that way. Ly all! - 
Nat/Stargaze 
 

Losing nox and quitting wbs cos serenades xx, not cool - Mona/Monalisa 
 

idk what to say for memories so i'll just say that macing people in rev caves was some of the 
most fun i've had while in cpk, taking fake ids nox lmao. also that time when we were macing by 
beacon and jay got dropped for full malev cus someone shouted tele out - Cheap 
 

It's been a year now that i've been in CPK, before joining it I was kinda sceptical about this 
whole idea, cuz rofl gonna dox n ddos my ass outta RS. But now I can rest assured say it’s my home, 
WBs with CPK is the reason I bring my ass out to login to this game, so I thank you for that. Within 
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this year I have never lost a +1 and PKed my first proper one (rofl cya numski dog). Hopefully CPK 
lives forever and stands tall for many years to come as a #1 FC. I've had fun my entire time being in 
this FC and that's what's most important to me! Also what do we think of PKS?? SHIT!!!!! CPK WINS 
AGAIN BITCHES ——————————— Stay safe fam, September out, 75 and dip btw. - 
September 
 

My story of CPK started years ago when the great, the legendary, the infamous I am Armadyl 
graced yung Gano, not yet Free, with his first wanderings into the big scary wilderness. 
A humble master, Armadyl was patient, yet thorough, in his teachings and Gano soon rose to the top 
of the food chain. This rise to the top gained him a lot of attention and it was not long 
until the empire of the Calamity PK organisation came fiddling with temptation. Master Armadyl was 
well aware of the power that CPK held and warned his pupil to be weary. Gano began to wonder 
why master Armadyl was so cautious so he investigated. his investigation led him to the RS player 
wiki where he stumbled upon an interesting piece of scripture; hidden away, meant to never be found 
again.In this forgotten scripture, Gano learned an almighty truth, his master he thought so legendary 
and invincible had indeed been struck down before, being smited in a humiliating defeat. 
"Who is this great champion" Gano asked himself, "where does he belong". After much searching and 
bloodshed, after clearing every stable world on RS, Gano found his way to w49, the most unreliable 
server known to man. Where he came upon a group of individuals daring enough to battle on such a 
field. It was Calamity PK, and among them, they who had fell his former teacher. 
This is where the story finished for the mighty Free Gano, his quest over, his place found. Every 
possible pk achievement accomplished and every individual crushed. He had found his way to CPK 
after all these years of misguidance and after completing his quest, was finally able to rest. - Free 
Gano/Angus 
 
Loyal to the soil, but the soil snake on you. 
Losing more +1 during bs war, than actual war. 
Kristaps better refund me a cash stack. 
 
75 con with confidence . 
200m farm with my fam. 
But why just 3 tents for each camp 
 
Doxer, phony ddoser 
Pony with his anime scam 
Where is my 100m? 
 
Jay with his ts 4 wave 
Making everyone his slaves 
Gonna pretend dc midwave 
 
Alex he's 5.4 and relaxed 
Jona make you lose augment 
Please let Anna loot her tents 
 
Jeapers meeting his maker 
Expred more like he's expired 
Hanu, Bxd the real man 
 
Macing with the gang, 
Collecting free 20 m 
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Can't wait to get banned. 
 
Every weekend 
CPK gang gang 
100% doing warband. - Xcutions  
 

Go PKS! - Stevie 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nmlXqGMf3w - RsShortVids/Leo/Leo Torres 
 

“Nice coin slot eyes weeman” - Lil Rachel K 
 

Hello it is i the god of pvp and best wyrms mager Rbi/Deuce and I would like to share my 
favourite memories in the friends chat Calamitypk1. 

The first memory is Aus Swaggs speech on when he told me that I shouldn’t bully other 
people and I should treat others how they want to be treated and that made me realize that i should 
be nicer to people on this game of Runescape.com and stop bullying people. Some other memories 
are when Aus Swagg himself and Lized the legend from SAPK lost there ags' on 07 and when young 
Sofi lost his defender and screamed at us for baiting him and I had a pretty good laugh at that. I would 
like to say that Pony is the best caller when he’s at the library and whispering to us like he whispers to 
Huntress before bedtime! 

Shoutout to Wolf for always ddosing me when I say poosy, shout out to Sofi for always being 
negative. Shoutout to Expred for always having money on his mind. Shout out to Aus Swagg for 
always dcing. Shoutout to Hanuman for always telling Normally to cup someone’s balls. Shoutout to 
Kristaps for always being fkedup. Shoutout to Trina for walking me around the wilderness and 
teaching me the locations even though I still had to open the warbands map for the first 2 months and 
having nice boobs. Shout out to Rational and Washly for always making monkey noises mid war. 
Shoutout to Jay and Nat for adopting me on Runescape and making me next in line to be quercus 
itself. Shoutout to Durza for editing my video. Shoutout to Kayne for always tendriling my targets. 
Shoutout to my sickoff mage skills on Aus swagg. Shoutout to Aus Swaggs skills on making people 
fall in so fast. Shoutout to Wifey for teaching me how looting works. Shoutout to Your dad867 for 
laughing out loud at the worst times to make everyone laugh. Shoutout to Buster for being my bitch 
and killing me when I went afk and blamed other people. Shoutout to Liz for knowing Buster is mine. 
Shoutout to Pony for always calling me tantrum roleplaying as Normally on mic. 

Shoutout to CPKs SAPK roleplays with our farting noises midwave on ts. Shoutout to Denis 
for always calling everybody shit. Shoutout to Ben for giving me 10m when I said I’d snake him for 
10m and he said you don’t gotta snake me bro. Shoutout to 99 time for teaching me the pathing in 
purple portal and leading me to my 10-0 perfect record in purple portal. Shoutout to the 1.4b Kayne 
lent me for sos to own everyone in the wilderness with it. Shoutout to that noob that called me out and 
died in 5 seconds for his 98% t90 boots. Shoutout to Dave the dragon waves. Shoutout to no mic 
waves. Shoutout to Holla for owning people for their rax presets. Shoutout to Rag for getting hit on the 
head by his brother all the time. Shoutout to ancient maces. Shoutout to Sam's sos. Shoutout to 
Innovate for pking nox his first wave. Shoutout to Expreds mad recruiting skills on anything on the 
game. 

Shoutout to Cpk for almost ticking me for max and spearing me when I was running to 
singles. Shoutout to the Shuuzone boys for letting me war with them when I was really shit. Shoutout 
to Rag and Chanelle for hurting my back bc they suck at ow. Shoutout to Jay for all his london slang 
that me and Pony get to catch onto. Shoutout to Trina for protecting all the noobers. Shoutout to Nats 
kitty Lucas/Tyrone for being cute. Shoutout to Salmie for crying when me and Jeapers were bullying 
him at wyrms. Shoutout to my aftershock precise dbow I brought out then got bsed for. Shoutout to 
Aus handing out all the 80hr bans. Shoutout to Amberroses voice changer. Shoutout to Sofi’s mom for 
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yelling Sofiannnnnnnn!! Shoutout to Expreds brother for saying that Expred made Sofi. Shoutout to 
Illuzions last wave I made bank. This is the end of my memories of CalamityPK1, adios as the wise 
Normally once said. -  Jeremy 
 

Leader of the CPK fallin running down to quercus from corp, the one and only Diglet. Walk it 
out nigga.. - Diglet 

 
First wave when CPK split from pks a few years ago and the wars after that for the whole on 

going week 
that was some good shit. - Imad/DOOM/WARBAND 
 
I lived with a CPK member (Kristaps) for a week and he didn't skull trick me or boot me offline, 

10/10 would recommend. - Ipso 
I recall being told CPK was evil and bad, don't hang near them, but I knew Aus already and got to 
meet a lot of cpk and its the opposite, some of the most genuine guys.  Best memories - Jona always 
sending me hearts and saying sorry as he killed me in wildy (wtf Jona cheating on me???? - Myra), 
and the day I stood next to Kristaps and he bodied me with the spec and I had no idea what 
happened :D - Krisi 
 

Was super spooked when I had to do first wave with cpk because of spooky ddos jokes. 
Ended up doing a wave where we didn't really have many people on as my first wave. We only really 
had about 6 people and weren't really sure about whether we should hop, or clear them, but my 
money hungry self sees an nox on tent. I decide I want it. Spook the guy in to running north of the 
camp and smite him for the first of many nox’s to gain in cpk. Decent, been in fc five mins already 
making money. Convinced people I was good at pking. Little did they know how wrong that was. 
Loved the time with cpk, it's a much more fun and laid back fc than any of the fcs I have been with 
before it - Barge 

 
Best wb fc for bants and having a laugh on ts, also karaoke night was highlight of my wb 

career. - Bobby/Seismic 
 

I miss my dad - King L 
 

One of my favorite memories in cpk was when the wildy tasks got released and we literally 
took over the wildy with the mace squad and pked the first t92 weapon in game. We were scouting all 
worlds pking everything !! Also i'm a terrorist overlord midget! 1994: [Attempting to kick/ban user from 
this Friends Chat.] - Sal 
 

The times of hearing the words "WHY IS CPK ON OUR WORLD" or "WHO THE FUCK IS 
LEAKING" that would quake panic and fear through the AL ts were actually pretty funny at the time, 
even if I was getting railed world after world... But to now be on the other side of it, I can safely say 
CPK is compiled of the friendliest and nicest pals who always keep it 100 and never flame! - Jemma 
 

CPK x SOC times were the best - Jack/Spenny 
 

I was still in Almostlost and my first experience I had with CPK was when CPK was about to 
leave the alliance and Zi killed Maria and Richard snapped and we all had like a 40 min war just on 
that world and pks hopped in to try and stop it but they just said cba and just left world. AND WHEN 
THAT HAPPENED I SAID ‘HI CPK’ AND ALL I GOT BACK WAS SOME KID SAYING ‘HI LEECH’ AS 
IF I WASN'T THE ONLY FUCKING PKER ALMOSTLOST HAD PROTECTING THE LOOTERS.. After 
that all I heard about cpk was oh they're ddosing doxing idiots don't talk to them unless you want a 
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pizza at your house. AND IT'S ALL TRUE BECAUSE AUS SWAG KILLED ME FOR MY POLYPORE 
2 YEARS AGO AND STILL HAS YET TO GIVE IT BACK but really though that's what it was like, us 
the 'good guys' VS the ddosers. I never flamed anyone from cpk so we never really had a problem 
and that made it easy for when I joined about a year ago (even though i didn't do warbands for the 
whole time). And every since i've joined I have made such good friends with people. NICEST 
PEOPLE AROUND so I never understood why people always said like they were the worst of the 
worst because most of my good friends are from there now past and present. and it's really fun to 
make memes about skull tricking now  https://puu.sh/xEA5r.png shit was fucking ez lmfao - 
25th/Tommy 
 

I LOVE U(Kristaps), I LOVE JAY, I LOVE CPK - Reymi 
 

helo my best memory is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHgcXC9cmjw … that time we 
fucked over clan wars by introducing intercepts thx - Zappy 
 

http://i.imgur.com/J2HMo2S.jpg - Joe Z 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUjcNbs_ilo 
I can’t even remember when I joined CPK bc wbs was dead before it was even made. Most of 

my cpk memories are less about what we did and more about who we did it with so shoutout to all my 
niggas. just gonna list some of the shit I remember doing with you guys. Gotta start with my boy Aus 
Swagg nice wiz robes, the new year's rago trip still makes me crack up ffs. Anno telling me about your 
job troubles and editing Nats rs wiki pic to Gervinho. Just constantly taking the piss out of Joe p. 
Guam nice legs buddy. Buster when you died east of pond trying to spam ‘lol’ when I ticked someone. 
Jack pulling net out after losing tpl8 on first kill. When Jay told me ‘corp on locks’ it fucking wasn’t you 
prick, but we found the packages! Tinko when you ags spec’d me on reprisal and body bagged Joe. 
Zappy wbs tourney where you literally just ran around wasting my food, remember to put your fkn 
shield on you ape. Kayne that 8.5k tendril w/ rcb. Buster/Hq/Pony Dr r fukin shit. Zac all those times 
we strapped a shield to your 4head. Danny Le fkn snorkels, when you and anno died at AL tourney. 
Hanu my ghetto nigga. Ben mr nice guy. Sofi when we kicked you from hm team still a legend though. 
Kristaps every fkn war you were solid as a rock. Tom you don’t deserve a mention you big 4hed fuck. 
Jer shame we didn’t meet sooner fuck rs. Tommy I’ve probably known you the least amount of time, 
but congratulations on your perfect attendance certificate homie. And when you lot bsed me for raids 
set… kill yourselves. -  99 Time 
 

B2B L00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000L - Harry, Zi, Dan N, 
Trevorr etc. 
 

Could write an essay about all the good times but who gives a shit lol. 
Loyal to the soil - Real niggas don’t die they multiply.  
Shoutout 2014 103/CPK gang. 
Thanks all for the 2.5 years it was great - Rem  
 

I remember when i joined CPK for the first time ever and I connected to the teamspeak which 
was more unstable than Sofi's sleeping schedule. First person i spoke to was Kristaps (at that time he 
had a Swedish VPN) and i was talking to him in Swedish and he said that he wasn't Swedish and I 
thought he was messing with me so I kept talking to him in Swedish and he kicked me from the 
server. 

I also remember when I Heard tinko and Zi for the first time and the only word they kept 
saying was ‘spatic’ and one day I was standing at quercus with Ben and I told him to look at my 
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character and i changed my RSN to Spatic and he had a great laugh and everyone else on ts had a 
great laugh besides BMT who was salty because he wanted the RSN aswell, oh well. 

People in real life said you can't have friends through the internet, but they are wrong, I have 
met the greatest people ever and i'm happy that I joined CPK. - Black Sam 
 

FAVELA SPECIAL FORCES (HUE) IN THE SUICIDE MISSION: A long time ago, in a galaxy 
far, far away, gordo bought an account with smile on sapk fc for 40m. We were planning to mace ''DT'' 
SOS staff. 10 member of FSF (favela specialist forces) equipped full royal sets, royal crossbows and 
cape 49, met our target in dwf, on their taxi. We walked with the dogs from dwf to corp, there, we put 
our maces, 8 maces and 2 ags. 

We smited him, but our 2 ags soldiers missed the attacks, so our dick trump (DT) surged 
north with 250hp, when they started attack us. 7 of our brave and loyal soldiers died in this terrify 
episode, but we will try it again in another wave, war, year or life. HUE FOREVER. 
E9b072602b1b113af7d0bd8e69c11f36.png - Pedr 

 
I still remember the days before I was added to the CalamityPK account, because I was too 

shy to ask for an add, I would just be on CPK ts and try to guess the worlds. Miss my wbj boyz but 
CPK has been a blast. Shoutout to all the roadmen and real G's that have made CPK the best 
fc/family to be in, love you all. P.S Expred has only been in CPK 1 year LOOOOL #regilooter #thebest 
- Bluey 
The day we were all up at night and searched up some porn site with black ppl. The day we clashed 
north of musician against pks and I lost a decimation and then we laughed it off cuz im retarded. This 
one reset wave where we killed niggas with cold virtual pixelated blood ambushing dwf from the chaos 
altar. The first time i met Austin and he called me a retard for giving away elitist's worlds and shut me 
down. This 1 time Fcb got so hyped mid wave while we were killing blue capes and he said to chop 
their balls off, followed by saying gay people are thrown from the top floor of buildings as punishment 
in his country - Toxic 
 

When Jay went off his nut about killing Chami 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZttpxVSWuw&list=LLYf_pBenSQQ_ZLaZAzjcUMA&index=79 
“My runes are in my Yak, I can’t tb” 
When we pked on 07 and Buster was on a different world for a good 2 mins tanking 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTjr6FpBupQ 
Zi saying fuck saik every time - Alex 
 

I've delayed writing this for a week, because I can't think of a single memory that is better 
than all the rest when it comes to CPK... And that is the best part, I've always had a great time with 
CPK. CPK is more than just a warbands fc, it's a community of friends that make this inherently awful 
game actually fun. CPK is the root for how I met the majority of the people in this game whether it's at 
warbands, PvM, or any other content in this game. It doesn't matter what day, month, or year it is, 
there is always banter in cpk1 (rip cpk) fc and on ts. @Washly_Rs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4iEk0okCKM btw. ifb btw. Miss WBJ, but LONG LIVE CPK - 
Washly 
 

Rag Hero/Nsz/Youngest person in cpk/trimmed completionist @ 16years old. Doing warbands 
with cpk was some of the best gaming i did on runescape!!!it started with me being in coifbands (WBJ) 
when wbg was still a thing, when wbg finally died we had allied/joined cpk. Lots of memories were in 
cpk such as Getting 80 hour banned for attacking dubzie when we were fighting no1 or killing many 
yaks, torts or pking some nox weps with the boys!I will continue to be in cpk till runescape dies out. - 
Rag Hero 
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When I think of CalamityPK, the first thoughts that come to mind are squad, bants, damaaj, 
savaaj with a spice of rapaaj. Never before have I felt so welcome at an establishment as when I 
joined the calamitypk1 friends chat for the first time. Thanks to all the legendes that taught me not 
only PvP skills but enhanced my loyalty and to always keep your head held high. #CPKSG59149209 - 
Whats RNG 
 

Had a few Funny waves and times with CPK and had some bad times with them too...  
When I was with CPK, probably the DWF against PKS when the server DCED and people lost 
bank and I was there looting all the shit as I didn't dc was probably the funniest moment! 
Also being shouted at every Wave for having a War tort was pretty fun too and being BS’ed at ELE by 
Jay for gano too! Cpk and I have had quite a bit off beef, but think that's in the past now (Few people 
still hating yaboi lex). But majority of the time in CPK was mega fun! (Didn't help I upgraded PC after 
leaving CPK as didn't do many big wars as FPS) - Lex0nn 
 

My one of my favourite memories of CPK was when we all got together as a group. This was 
when me and Mr Nicolas started hanging out together. We were all on TS and we did a live action role 
play of some Skype chat logs. The acting and imitation was very well done. We all had a fun time, we 
shared laughs together and bonded together as a group. There is also one more memory that 
happened a few months ago that I also really enjoyed. This was when Ben and Rational decided to 
have an RS wedding. I was the flower girl, Pony was the minister and we had many guests from the 
CPK and WBJ (Pony’s FC at the time) FC’s attend. The wedding was beautiful. Everyone dressed up, 
there was a drop party and Pony DCED while he was in the middle of announcing the ceremony! - Liz 
ard 
 

I joined CPK from 103 wbs. The first 3 hours I was in CPK we were up PKing by ellie vs 
NSJ/Wanderers. A player called W I L L who was in wanderers, I had added from being in WBG, so I 
pmed him that I needed help up at ellie and that I was by the obelisk. Within seconds he had teled in, 
little did he know it was a lure. The CPK mace team was there waiting and pounced on him. Cruel/Jen 
ended up posting on twitter that I was a lurer and I should be banned and tagged Jmods in it. - Buster 
 

Within the first week of joining cpk, I killed Rush for his rax preset and zuriel's staff, BS’ed 
Trina twice and got ranked up for it. 10/10 recommend this fc. Also throwback to when I lost my 
drygore to none other than king wbj #1 cutest asian girl pker and my former fc (Illuzion) flamed me for 
two days straight. - Holla 
 

When we all were warring with PKS back when you were allied with VIP bands saying "push 
north lads, believe and achieve" - HYUNA/MAZ 

 
My favorite cpk moment is when we had mitch leaking bm for us and coco pro was at elm with 

a scythe and it took him fucking ages to run down volcano but finally when he did we had a mace 
squad ready to hit him https://i.imgur.com/yseHleg.jpg - Savolainen 
 

CPK has created many great memories that have been engraved into my memories. I 
remember the days when I was still a Bluemonst3rs General, but I would do waves with CPK and 
Dran would panic hide me from Naturare during war worlds so it didn’t look like I was doing waves 
with PKS alliance.  There was also the time everyone in CPK rushed and backstabbed Naturare just 
outside of Corp and quickly teleported out, while CPK was still part of PKS and Dran copped hours of 
crying and was telling us everything on teamspeak. Fun times of playing Tetris all throughout the DXP 
weekend and the nearly weekly backstabbing for Tom’s ascension crossbow. It was nice to see how 
many people came together the day CPK decided to split from PKS and become a solo FC, with 
Ythaar and many others coming to the teamspeak for it. Carefree nature of CPK is what makes it so 
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amazing! 
Richard’s famous words – UNACCEPTABLE!!!! #Never forget RsRuinedMe in his mom’s bra. 

Also, let's not forget when Dran recruited over 60 people to join for clan cup. He promises everyone 
he will be ready for it then falls asleep and wakes up 1 minute before. However all of that was for 
nothing and the Potato Legacy/CPK team got disqualified. - You Are A QT(Shane) 

Team xd was sick alliance minus the retarded Brazilian fucks nice allies lol? - Pash 

CPK was my first real warbands friends chat. I used to go with Illuzion sometimes but my 
friends urged me to go to CPK because of wilderness prowess, my first few weeks in the FC went 
pretty well but then I got flamed constantly and wasn’t really used to it. I was banned from the FC 
eventually and went to a few different ones and none of them were the same as CPK. I re-joined the 
friends chat when the CalamityPK recruiting team re-invited me! I am now in CPK again and I’m 
friends with most of the people in the current friends chat! The friends chat is extremely hilarious and 
it’s always a good time! God bless CPK! - IM Rami 

Thanks to everyone in CPK who made playing rs much more enjoyable, it wouldn’t be the 
same without all of you, love you all <3<3<3 
Also: 
69 elm 
2 rdi has lots of whites  
69 ded 
-----------------------mirror 
96 pep 
#teammoew #fkalex 
Looters Harry fc 
75 by :06 
FRIENDS chat 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk 
Feathered headdress #1 
Nat killed me 6 times at rots 
Myra <3_<3 
flash2:wave:C P K   W I N S   A G A I N - Jona (than) 
 

Might circle a property for the Landlord - Hollowman Giggs/Hanuman  

CalamityPK has been my home ever since the almighty and true number 1 australian 
warbander, NSJ, decided to quit Runescape. I had been warring with WBJ/CalamityPK for a while but 
Nick James’ quit along with Kristaps threatening to rag me on GMT waves, were the reasons I joined 
CPK in the end. It has been a blast ever since then. From the big pk waves to the big loot waves 
hosted by the leader of Isis, FCB, CPK has been there for me. The best part however is all the money 
CPK makes for you. The CPK family has created the most elite workforce to enter the wilderness, 
smiting countless +1s from anyone who does not wear the trademarked team 9 cape. I can’t wait to 
continue along this journey with my CPK family for years to come or until we all go on vacation to the 
Banhamas.  - Maxwel, aka #1 revolution user of all time … PS; I banged Washly’s sister. 

I honestly never thought I'd be added in CPK much less enjoy it, but that's definitely 
happened. Past drama aside, this is the most enjoyable and genuinely fun fc I've been a part of. Even 
though wbs and rs3 PvP is dying as a whole, CPK still manages to pull to nearly every wave and 
make it a fun experience. I know I'll be enjoying waves with y'all until I Quit rs or warbands dies. - 
Sperry 
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First day in CPK I went macing/skulling with Trina , Aus, Ben and Rag, even though it was my 
first day in the fc. They were accepting of me coming along and I made 300m first day - Power Clean 

Most memories I have from the 6 months I spent in CPK during 2014 tended to involve sitting 
up until the small hours of the morning. The guys that lead the pking waves, Rob D and IDran, were in 
vastly different timezones to me. That meant many a morning at the office in work next day dosing 
myself up with strong coffee trying desperately hard to stay awake, let alone get any work done. 
Fondest memory was undoubtedly when our so-called ally Almostlost FC sent a bunch of looters to 
our homeworld looking for a free leech. When they got told to leave they attacked one of our guys, so 
we all went capes off and cleared them. - Zparanoid(Simon) 

After hearing so much shit about this fc when I first started doing warbands, people always 
talking how bad CPK was, and then to join and meet a really nice group of people that actually makes 
warbands fun, enjoyed warbands the most with CPK - Efterbliven/Simon btw 

My favourite memory I’d have to say was probably when for some random reason I got 
convinced by some people in fc to join no stake zone…. However that favourite memory has to be 
counteracted by the fact that I left Gainztrain….. It was conflicting… However made the community 
aspect of CPK feel like a real thing and in general I just enjoyed the general vibe of the fc. Also 
Kristaps is #1. - Cried 

Back in 2016, cpk brazilian legacy forces were in a barrage fi led by Jay near elm. Our forces 
were kinda tired of waiting pks rg at oo’glog and we kept waiting singing "baile de favela"(our brazilian 
anthem). Few minutes later we received restricted information that pks were near rdi sucking dick and 
chilling then our war-chief Jay decided to attack them before our eoc fi reached us. As a survivor i 
remember... That was almost a Falador Mass bro, pks slaves soldiers were dying like a piece of shit 
being dropped out of a horse's ass. It was a 1min war, when the main eoc fi arrived there was only 
death and destruction left. - Gordo 
 

“Daleg stop fucking leeching” “Join warbanderz if your laptop can't handle wars” - Daleg 
 

The time I spent with CPK has been the only best moments I've had for pking, and Jay is the 
best warcaller. - Gasper Vladi 

The time when CPK allied with what remained of Wilderness Empire (we had a group chat 
with Jay etc). Our looter numbers were mainly used at meat shields to be honest, beside the useful 
mass, they weren't really good individually haha, hen despite de-allying because we wouldn't come to 
enough wars. I had an add in CPK for months and I'd always just go in to see what world you guys 
were on to make sure you weren't coming to our looters LOL, but I'd always join for wars, cause CPK 
> PKS every day. Oh this isn't probably that relevant, but it's my favourite kill of all time, back when I 
was being a dick head I jumped on the band wagon of hating Dubzie and rushed 24/7, one time I was 
wearing the demon slayer full + dbow set up and I revenge dbow spec'd a 4k 4k on his death lotus 
and killed him. - Silently 

I hate dogs, 300 active dogs. - Sanely 

cpk peaked a year ago but s/o for giving me a new nox when baq lost mine - Wound 

Fuck aus, he kills my skiller every wave i s2g - Dag 

https://twitter.com/ShaunH1Z1/status/756170142829072388 - Cpk Dominating LMS  

https://twitter.com/ShaunH1Z1/status/732418814449573888 - Cpk Wins Everything 
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https://twitter.com/ShaunH1Z1/status/702081674385838080 - Shaun  

When I lost my drygore cry ery tim - Lemu 

I haven't been in cpk very long but it's the most fun I've had at warbands in 4 years - Cole W 

I miss Dran - Forestbeast 

Picture this - a young Your Dad867, bright eyed and bushy tailed, a boy with a can do 
attitude, a MAN out to make his place in the world. Venturing out into the wilderness alone was 
nothing new to him, so when he saw someone by the name of “Faris” in batwing and a nox staff he 
rose to the challenge. Then, suddenly, a dot appeared. Then another. And many more after that. 
Imagine his surprise, shock, HORROR, when he saw what they were holding: TB, entangle, whack, 
whack, Whackaweed with a mace. To Edgeville he went without his nox. He wasn't upset - he felt 
something weird. It was his first encounter with Stockholm Syndrome. Oh also he got DDOSed by 
them once. - Your Dad867 
 

During my warbands career CPK was the one friends chat standing out but I will never forget 
where I started my warbands career and all the fcs I have been in, big shoutout to Baabands, Alpha 
Wbs, Parallel Wbs and Requiem Wbs. I wanna thank everyone for the good times and all the great 
memories. BRING BACK WBG! FUCK NSJ! - Wolfskuul 
  

One time I was at kalg demons and Aus Swag came and AFK’ed and someone started 
attacking him while he was afk. So I used incite and intercept, because if I let aus die he seems like 
the type to boot me offline forever, and routers are expensive to replace smh - Mary/Aw 
 

Once upon a time there were 2 rogue pkers named Aus Swagg (200) and The Miner Gi (181). 
Together they ran around the wilderness terrorising players and inflicting havoc. One day the 2 pkers 
had a disagreement and became mortal enemies. Aus Swagg joined CPK, The Miner Gi joined 
Regiment. The two FC’s allied 1 week later, meaning that they had to fight for the same side. Aus 
Swagg believed that he was the god of PvP and only those he permitted could enter the wilderness. 
He did not permit the Miner Gi. Although he was only a smiley rank, Aus encouraged CPK to flame 
and kill Miner whenever they got the chance. Regiment/CPK ranks argued over the Miner/Aus feud for 
months but could never come up with a solution so they just accepted the bsing! One time Miner was 
at lode when Aus, Shrkbrewpony and Chakir decided to pile her. She ran from lode to corp with the 3 
CPK bsers thresholding her and trying their best to kill her. Afterwards, she pmed Rob D and 
explained the situation, Rob replied with “they all had auto retaliate and revolution on and went AFK!”. 
Miner decided it was best to leave the CPK/Regiment alliance.  

For the next 2 years, Aus Swagg continued upon his pursuit to rid The Miner Gi of her 
enjoyment at Warbands and as many Karils sets as possible. One day CPK were severely 
outnumbered by PKS. Jay called in the SOC squad for backup. Aus realised Miner was in the FC, 
helping CPK… he stopped attacking PKS and turned on Miner. Suddenly, Jay came to Miners aid. He 
attacked Aus and said “#TeamTrina” (before Jagex removed his freedom of speech). Aus Swaggs 
blood was boiling. How dare someone else interfere with his eternal vendetta against Miner? 
Wolfskuul decided he would take Miner down for his master, Aus. Savolainen killed Wolf to save 
Miner. Wolf kicked Miner from the FC and demanded that Savolainen refund his Karils set. Once 
again, the Miner/Aus feud caused chaos.  
When Aus accomplished his objective of obtaining 100 Karils sets from Miner, he decided it was time 
to put an end to the hostility. For some time they were able to team against other enemies. One day 
Jay messaged Miner and told her it’s time to join the CPK family. Miner killed Sever Squad, packed up 
her squad (Rational, T om, Savolainen, Durza, Farmer Blaze, Nayfun, September, Takatukka + more) 
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and joined CPK. Thus the pking dynamic duo, the dream team.. Aus Swagg & The Miner Gi, were 
reunited.  
From then on they all swindled t90’s/t92’s from mystified wilderness adventurers, continued to win and 
lived happily ever after.  - Miner/Trina 
 

The time CPK and AL were both allied in PKS and both took capes off warring while Naturare 
was on TS crying to leave the wilderness, one of the most fun wars I have experienced throughout my 
time doing WBs since release. Also when I wasn’t team 9 so I went offline. 
https://gyazo.com/f846a2614e7aeb8b1bf9a49cbde1fa33 (just kidding, but shout out to the CPK fam 
for keeping waves active and helping me loot and pk daily). - Nayfun 
 

My first experience with CPK was when i was still in Regiment wbs, at the time we were allied 
to PKS. Once we left PKS we allied with CPK. After a while i quit wbs but Dran convinced me to come 
back and added me in CPK. Normally was begging me to leak and give him the cpk worlds.  Being 
part of CPK has been a fun experience with lots of fun pk waves. - Joelle 
 

After we closed sever squad i thought i was going to quit wbs, instead i turned into a 
ddoser/doxer/skulltricker in CPK. Maybe one day sapk will realise they can't compete and close so we 
can tap out from wbs forever. Shoutout to the SQUAD who made me bare money at wyrms (Trina, 
Aus, T om) Shoutout to the real niggas who still do waves and keep wbs alive. Shoutout to us for 
being the most dominant wbs fc ever to exist.  #GANG #CPK1 #DETROITDRILLAS #SNAKETEAM6 
#PVMA - Rational 
 

When people think of CPK, there are mixed feelings and reactions. And there are a lot of 
people don't like CPK, but that's okay! CPK runs the wilderness for half of the day (lol timezonebands) 
and it certainly feels good to be at the top of the wilderness food chain. But more importantly, we are a 
COMMUNITY friends chat and at the end of the day, despite all the banter, all that matters is that your 
friends will always have your back. My wildy, my rules. #CPK4AWAYOUT #LOYAL2THEEARTH 
Memorable CPK Memories: 
- I was actually kicked from the FC before my first wave because Jay said I was 2faced. 
- After I PKed Anna's bow, I wanted to give it back. People told me not to, and the ensuing debate 
lasted forever. 
- One time Mahamed from APK was doing wave with us and Jay kept mentioning over and over how 
Mahamed was his nigga. Mahamed kept typing in TS chat which annoyed Jay, Jay got mad and 
banned him from TS and kept saying over and over how he was retarded and how he's never coming 
back. 
- One time I was trying to smite a scythe at corp, but the rest of the FC was off-world. Rational kept 
telling me to get on world but I didn't want to, so I just quietly left the FC whilst still on TS. Someone 
noticed and banned me from the TS for the rest of the wave. 
- One time Whick lost his bow south of RDI near hill giants in the middle of a big PKS clump. We 
somehow miraculously managed to scatter PKS and make the person who got the bow (Ivin) tab, and 
he couldn't pick it up. 
- APK's last wave. - Whackaweed 
 

Favorite memory of CPk- hitting calamity Teamspeak off for dayzzz, Then Hitting Dran And 
Anna Off on yo 4hed anna (had to give em a time out from Edating tried to make him come to his 
senses about the Acid Sniffer but didn't work...) Hacking Rob D on Rs07 Luring Half of Potato Legacy 
P.S Thank you Fruitmarket for Dual asc's 500m back then Thanks Guru For Blue #FaZe xo, bodying 
Shadow SoS... S/O to Aus Swag known that nigga 5 years now when i met him dropped him with 
stalled wm asphyx.. S/O to Jay used to hate each other & chat shit now we "pals" innit? S/O to Miner 
For e-dating sharkbrew - Los Lakers 
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Haven't been in cpk for that long so I don't have too many memories or things that stand out. 

however joining a WBs community what is a lot more active than my previous fc is nice. Listening to 
some of the things that are said during waves can be pretty funny too. Btw im vegan. - Ayorial 
 

Cpk has taught me many things, Such as it is completely fine to kill anyone no matter if they 
are allied, Enemies or in the friends chat, As Long as you give jay "donations" AKA bribes you can do 
whatever you want, I learnt this very early on after not wanting to wear team capes and get kicked 
because i was a toxic shit (I'm nice now). All and all i have many lovely memories in CPK it's such a 
nice friendly friends chat. (rotatcid a si eh siht od em gnikam syaj em pleH) - Bad Kitty/Emmanuel 
 

I have been doing warbands for a long time and it has been interesting. I'm with CPK now but 
that wasn't my first fc. The best I can recall from those nice days are failed mace attempts and losing 
plenty of ports sets and the good friends from AtomicPK. - Mahamed 
 

As a leader of CPK's arch rival, it is strange to have developed many friendships with the 
different personalities to be found within the FC. 

I initially allied them when they were a fledgling FC, but they have had an arduous path to 
become a known FC across Warbands and the community alike.  

Having many shared interests in common goals, it has been a pleasure in recent times to be 
able to engage with some of the people. From light hearted humour, trying to call each other dogs as 
we kill each other at wars/waves, to hostile flame wars over macing competition in the past, it has all 
resulted in an enriching experience. 

The wilderness has been enlightened in some ways, and darkened in others, but it's been a 
guilty pleasure seeing them develop over the years and they have done well for themselves. - 
Glaciation 

 
Kinda weird to think about CPK being the only FC alive since leaving PKS way back. From 

pretty much the beginning, CPK BSing Nat outside corp to their BS fest with AL to them making PKU 
and giving us (SAPK/PKS) some of the best wars on RS3. Who would have thought CPK would be 
the only one left, after so many other FCs made their own alliances to strive with common goals as 
the rest of us. From the serious things to everyday banter, it's been fun and whatever we've done in 
the past 4 years of warring, it's kept pvp alive and let's keep it this way til the end of Warbands.  - 
Normally 
 

Hello my name is Durza I have autism follow my twitter here: https://twitter.com/Durza379 and 
add me on snapchat @schatjetay, these are my favorite and most memorable moments and memes 
after being in cpk for a year or so!  

Joined CPK cause Trina (cammed dran) closed Sever Squad. Was like the only retard 
running around without a t90 and in rags cause I thought I’d get bsed and maced. PKed a nox like a 
week later and screamed on ts RIP no recording. Girlfriend broke up with me, so I did nothing but 
skull trick for 2 months straight nice GPA retard. Scammed Aus Swagg 87m nice scythe split abo 
cunt. Screamed about pking like 3 SGBs and a sos or something get a life nerd. Almost had first SOS 
pk but Pony can’t intercept chink eyesight. Apparently I can only get nox’s from people that wear blue 
team capes ty magsy, 122068, hegert and mk ultra, imagine losing a nox to me lmfao? Lost 2 
drygores along the way one to Brisky who died to Jebac who didn’t pick it up cuz he was on 2weeds, 
looted by Ganjin who died to Kristaps after running around wyrms and revs hero!! RIP that same 
drygore mace disassembled by Mole Fly ty 4 refund please don’t bag me. Got banned for intercepting 
a death lotus mask with Sofi (shoutout to Dubzie for losing superior morrigans to Kittygirl) and cybered 
Magical after rots for like a month straight. Came up with a skull trick that got leaked and I deserve a 
split of everything gotten with it, get no recognition FFS. 37 rdi for c word ban me you won't! Shift key 
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derp, y u mad lol #thisty#obsessed. Your Dad867 got me on snapchat cam for wave and immediately 
showed me his dick and butthole, guy is hairy as fuck damn. Got banned again for spamming shit with 
AHK cbf. Got Favourably banned for the same shit don't take the bait lmao. Maced Wifey before she 
joined and we didn’t even know it was her ffs why didn’t you have your shadow bow. Killed Will D for a 
superior Vesta’s spear cause he brought a nox bow too uhh my bad dude? Basically made my mom 
an honorary member of cpk with the amount of shit my mic has picked up during waves. Maced Jebac 
with like 5 whites on him at ditch oops sorry misclick. Cleve only doxed High Vortex once YAHOOOO 
Cx. RBI LOST SHADOW STAFF AND RQ TS LOL. Who's Meaner? Nice rax preset LM rush, Holla 
can you stop stalling on me? Shut the fuck up Whackaweed. Lost a mace to Papi Chulo never forget, 
ticked by 50 blue capes south of lode for full primeval tect mask can’t tank the rcb army. “Accidentally” 
reverse image searched some masterbands chick and doxed her, nice Pinterest and snapchat oops 
(sorry Rational :/). Got doxed myself by Max and Black Sam RIP my moms facebook. Sent Dubzie’s 
dick pic to Mary nice meme and later cucked the love of his life with rbi. KILL ZMDARAF. Aussie Sam 
flaming Windyy on ts and making him have a near-mental breakdown. Where is the mole? Da Toxic 
screaming FUCK NIGGERS. Nice 20b Hanuman! Got screamed at by Liz on ts what did I do lol? 
Maxwel bsed me for my mighty slayer helm and I still have the lvl 30 basic one a year later. Wicked 
John ticked me with legacy for augmented tetsu couldn’t even shark? Just Jen leaks Regiment world's 
ty for worlds Just Jen nice scythe fat slag. Scammed a bunch of random people for 2.2m repair cost a 
few times when we got their nox and got flamed on twitter 2edgy4me.  

Memes aside I probably wouldn’t play half as much or maybe even at all if it wasn’t for CPK. 
Shoutout to everyone I didn’t mention I know there is so much more shit that I can’t think of and I also 
didn’t want to make it longer than it already is. Ur all my niggers. - DURZA 

 
Only been in CPK for a couple weeks now but before joining, I’d always thought of cpk as 

some ddosing, flaming, etc fc but after joining it’s really nothing like that. S/o to Expred for being the 
best welcomer and convincing me it's actually not a scary place. One of my most memorable 
experiences - This was when I was in Regiment and I tried stalling outside corp while waiting for pks 
to show up while cpk were camping me (I had no idea how macing worked at the time) and lost nox 
for the first time ever which convinced me to get fury sharks also for the first time ever!! The time I 
pked rbi’s shadow nox which was probably the best pk ever in history. Also another time after my 
second or third wave I think we had a bs war and I was chosen to be one of the team captains, I pked 
nightmares off Dubzie/bae and bragged about that for like a week BYE. P.s. Durza was one of the ppl 
who maced me but as of today he is one of the Wifey Waifu’s. - Wifey 
 

Wbj and subsequently CPK was the first actual Warbands FC I had ever joined about 2 years 
ago though I had never really gotten myself involved in anything until about last summer. I was never 
the most active person or the best pker (by any means), but nonetheless the wars and ensuing banter 
have been some of the best times I've had on RS. My favorite memory had to have been Wildy diary 
release last August. 3 days of camping the Wildy and hanging in TS. Not only was it my fondest 
memory of CPK, but RS as a whole. - Noah L 
 

As the wannabe ringleader of soc, I struggled to transition to CPK and accept that I wasn't the 
awp player anymore. I did however enjoy getting railed by 99 Time every wave. Being in CPK helped 
me find people nearly as corrupt as me and I was able to plug my twitter at any possibility to ensure I 
had more followers than Nayfun. Overall, I enjoy being a part of CPK more than my maid loves 
cleaning the house. CPK TIL I DIE! - Joe P 
 

Through thick and thin, through the good times and the bad times, through 60 man waves and 
3 man waves, we're just a big family at the end of the day, and that's all that fucking matters. 
SHOUTOUT EVERYONE THAT KNOW THEY DESERVE IT. - Sofi 
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CHAPTER 1 - EARLY DAYS OF CALAMITYPK 
The early roots for CPK started back in…, when Rob D and that scary girl used to 
ed8. And every time she used to host, the whole ts would go quiet because everyone 
is scared and spooked to say anything so they don’t get yelled at. 

First thing I remember of early days was when Denis, Roli W88(?), Anna Cloud, 
Jona than (didn’t ditch RA until months later but secretly wanted to), Black Luda and 
myself decided wanted to make a new FC because RA Victory was an absolute 
madman off his nutta. He asked me to join his fc (before CalamityPK existed) 
because they were brainstorming name ideas and I remember thinking Calamity 
sounded fucking ridiculous which it does but idk what I suggested. By joining his fc 
some cunt snitched on me and I got kicked from RA Victory so ended up having to 
join CPK :/ 
 
I knew I wanted to leave RA Victory after he made us all form a conga line in falador 
and I got kicked for running off with half the people. (there used to be a video on yt 
for it if anyone still has link) 
 
CPK once formed was pretty dead as far as I remember. It took a long time to pick 
up can’t remember what the turning point was in terms of getting new members in. I 
had to stay up late and host early waves with like 5 members because there was no 
americans or aussies around and I was propa shit at it so people rage quit the fc. 
 
TeamSpeak was also dead, early waves was me, anna, and jona being silent. Big 
turn outs. Pretty sure we were still using skype group calls back then. 
 
I (Jona) joined a bit late cause when the fc was made, Ra victory has always been 
friendly to me, so I didn’t really want to just leave his fc, even tho the people who left 
for cpk were my friends. A few months after the fc was made, Ra vic started talking 
shit about me and kicked me (he begged me to stay in pm rofl) so I joined cpk.  
 
Waves at the start were a bit rough, because we didn’t have a lot of people, but I 
(most of the time) still got my 75 loot every day which was what I cared about most 
at the time. Since we didn’t have a lot of people I decided to make one of my old f2p 
accs mems and scout on that (30m+ pray xp from beams xD), so we would have 
more worlds and we would be able to get 75 supps easier. 
 
Somehow more people started to join and waves got a bit easier. We could beat 
most other fcs trying to crash us, but most of our people still weren’t the most 
amazing pkers. 
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A few months (?) later Dran, Rob and other people from Anna’s clan (which, iirc, was 
still named xx_Pandemonium_xx back then) joined cpk from 103 wbs (?). This is 
when a lot of better pkers started to join cpk (mainly because Dran recruited them 
like a madman iirc) and our rise to becoming the best wbs pk (and loot :D) fc started. 

CHAPTER 2 - PK SYNDICATE - CALAMITY DAYS 
I would make this chapter long but when we were in PKS it was pointless. We stood 
outside corp or at wildy lode in a fall in with everyone and their nans and then we 
fought wbg once every 2 days. Mid wave we would crash wbg because owin would 
e-date some wannabe girl for leaks or dran would pay someone the fucking nutter 
each wave to give worlds. Towards the end of it though was the most fun in PKS 
because it's where a lot of drama started and it's where we discovered 
BANTERBANDS. Basically all this meant was we would stand outside corp in a fall 
in with every1 and scream BANTERBANDS fall in and then all the niggas would 
come and we would bs random people. 
 
We were kicked from PKS end of november, if i remember correctly the 27th 
because naturare legit could not tame us. We were like a pack of rabid niggers 
jumping at the chance to steal free tv’s. Some of the events which led up to us being 
kicked were probably the most fun. 
 
Back these times there was a squad of us who didn't listen to the leaders at the time 
so we used to run around and BS allies who we didn’t like. These times there was 
some retard in PKS who was in AlmostLost fc called Took/Maria. We all knew it was 
a catfish at the time and you PKS niggas still getting stumped by him now that he 
dipped for a bit and came back as it's brother called Hussain. I bet all you niggas that 
tried to ed8 it got to see a fat arab sausage from him LMFAO. Anyways we used to 
BS Took/Maria back then because they kicked Zi/Harry from virtuous. So we would 
straight up run to AL’s fall in’s or their worlds and just kill it and then we would blame 
it on RSRuinedMe. This was jokes cos he’d get all the shit and this made him get 
kicked from PKS before we actually got kicked. But because we used to BS it 
randomly it started a war between us and all of PKS which lasted all of 6 minutes 
before we all got shouted at. 
 
Another time at corp we BS’d Zappy who used to be a high rank in AL at the time. 
This was completely random and caused a massive fuss. Another time we BS’d Mod 
Harrison because they killed Nutty at wildy lode. It was all for fun but alotta these 
niggas used to get really hurt over it because PKS to them was like a fucking mini 
town and you all had to abide by the laws set out by Naturare. It was quite hilarious 
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because after each of these incidents Richard would come on teamspeak screeching 
“This is UNACCEPTABLE!” 
 
Anyways long story short we got kicked from PKS because of BSing, allowing 
members who were blacklisted from PKS to do waves with us and not listening to 
what the supreme leader Naturare wanted. Best decision he ever made kicking us. 
Also fuck Naturare big head cunt. Here was his original post in the PKS 
leaderboards about us; 1pwKHkI.png. 
 
We started crashing AL on like every world and they got so salty and they sucked 
some jmod dick to disable the forum/a-log thingy so no one can see their world, but 
they still died. 

CHAPTER 3 - PKUNITY - UNBEATABLE (BRING BACK PKU) 
So basically before we even created PKUNITY/PKU some of the best warband war’s 
ever happened during this 1 week period after we were kicked. These time’s niggas 
used to take numbers and ego’s really literally and that is a statement which relates 
to everyone. It was literally all of warbands at the time with CPK against PKS. The 
first clash on the first war we bagged PKS till we got slaughtered like 3 waves in a 
row. These time’s this shit was so serious to certain niggas people used to spam 
World 2 and hire people to come fight. Niggas thought they were out in africa tryna 
recruit kids for kony’s army. These big wars went on for like a week though. Heres 
some links of the wars so you niggas can watch if you want: 
 
After a week had passed really this is when alotta the WBG people went back to 
WBG and warbands became normal again. These times regiment was a really close 
friendly FC to us but they were still in PKS so young nigga dran used to crash them 
loads to the point they LEFT PKS to come join us. It was jokes though because this 
alliance we had at the time which was made up of CPK, Regiment, VIP Bands, 
Illuzion and JWF was probably the strongest alliance. Bare in mind all of these allies 
and shit were dran’s. JWF only lasted for about 1 wave btw as well before we kicked 
them cos they were shit and useless. Young nigga arq was busy chasing some1 
saying enjoy video like east lode whilst we were fighting west. Dumb ass bellend he 
was legit LOL. So anyway these time’s WB’s was dominated by us PKU, didn't lose 
any wave’s/war worlds and we used to legit make all the PKS ego’s crumble. Was 
banter as fuck cos all the regi niggas who were team at the time were with us. 
 
One of the funniest times for me personally in CPK was in PKU. Back in these day’s i 
was only a bronze star. So Jonno/T om were leading a GMT wave and back then 
Dran sucked off some nigga called PKX DUDE. This guy was a full on autist legit. If 
you had ever heard how autistic your general australian is this nigga was a full on 10 
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folds of that. You probably would of thought he was born inside out the disabled 
cunt. Anyways were outside corp with couple regiment niggas and this nigga comes 
out and starts attacking Cruel/Jen. These times T om was madly in love with her so 
T om jumped in ASAP no rocky. So me being a hero i started tangling PKX DUDE off 
Jen. Tangles were sick back then they used to hit through antic but surges broke 
them. So i start tangling PKX and Jonno is like you lot need to stop. This PKX dude 
just loses his shit now and starts screaming saying how he's gonna end all of our 
lives and he will kick us all from CPK because he is a 3 banana in CPK and he’s a 
leader or some shit. Then he rage quit the wave and ended up cape hiding with NSJ 
30 seconds later. Bare in mind dran trusted this guy to leak NSJ worlds but he was 
leaking CPK worlds to NSJ instead. Legit the indian got played just like anna played 
him o.O 
 
But with all good things there’s always bad things and this started when young nigga 
Aus Swagg and his beef with Trina/The Miner GI at the time spread. Still to this day i 
ain't got a clue what that beef was about probs the fact that Trina cammed Dran but 
every wave all that used to happen was there would be BS’ing between two groups. I 
was on Aus’ side at the time but i legit had no clue what i was attacking people over. 
There were times favourably used to be like to me “Can you tell Aus to stop attacking 
people” so in game i’d just say “stop” whilst i continued attacking them. 
 
So yeah PK UNITY we were top dog’s, nobody could beat us and everyone was 
cowering but because of that WBG didn’t exist. So in order for it to be relevant again 
Aukie the no shoulders cunt and Dran made like a deal with WBG that both 
Regiment/CPK would join WBG without telling anyone else in the FC’s or the 
alliance. So you can obviously tell bares of us would be fuming. I remember 
Cole/Jackie full on going on like Dran had fucked their mum’s and how angry they 
were. But yeah it was a shit time for us and it was probably the most serious we had 
ever taken Warbands at this point cos it was a piece of piss shit fucking crap then. A 
lot of us were not happy because a lot of us didn't want the change. PERSONALLY 
THIS IS WHERE WARBANDS WENT DOWN HILL OVERALL IF YOU DON'T 
CONSIDER LEGACY INCLUSION. THIS IS WHERE WBS POLITICS TOOK LIKE 
ITS BIGGEST SHIFT AND WAS THE STARTING OF BARE PROBLEMS. 
 
These times also was the starting of the Dran bullying phase. If you’re reading this 
young amar none of it was ever personal was just banter you just were a big pussy 
then legit. Although you were a massive pussy at times. I say this because young 
Dran managed to let people use him and scam him for example Dan N scamming 
him for his wand. This was pretty funny because we told Dran to go talk to Dan on 
teamspeak and tell him he had to pay him back. Dran ended up going in the channel 
with Dan to ask for his 800m seismic wand back and walked out with 140m and said 
it's okay it doesn’t matter. 
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The Scourge of the Wild title was a big thing at this time and a lot of the PVP 
community attempted to get it. Sofi successfully managed to get it but countless 
weeks a group of us crashed other warbanders/players attempting to get it. For 
multiple weeks myself(Jay), Sofi and Favourably camped Normally stopping him 
from getting the title and making him rage quit his clan. It's a shame Richard ended 
up crying regarding clan leaks else warbands would be too easy. 
 
Although Sofi’s Scourge title wasn’t the only one we got we also got the last one for 
Tinko. This was probably some of the best moments in the community even though it 
wasn’t around this period. This was so fun because we were at war with Mgt Emotes 
at the time and managed to get his girlfriend banned whilst she was trying to boost 
the title. He also told us if we were ever going to win it we would have had to pay 15b 
lmfao what a bellend. We also devised a new strategy to boosting it by barraging 
corp entrance. During the title hunt SAPK dribble squad tried to mace Tinko also for 
his staff at corp. It's a shame they couldn't string that together without looking like a 
bigger group of down syndromes. The funny part is both the accounts which have 
the title from us are both BANNED LMFAO. 

SUB CHAPTER 3.1 - WBG + CPK + REGIMENT (AKA AUTISM) 
So this was the biggest ball of autism i've ever been in and it lasted all of 1 month. 
We were forced into being in a shit alliance with a bunch of retards and disabled 
cunts. This caused the starting of a BS SQUAD with Harry, Zi, Dan N, Zenakh, 
Trevorr and sometimes myself (Jay). They would run around and attack all the WBG 
people and they also killed Ed Winn for his drygore (That sparked bare drama 
between us and Regiment, I remember waking up to about 20 messages from 
naturare himself asking me to refund edwins drygore or else he's gonna stick it in my 
bum (Denis). Basically for the longest period these nigga’s would run around and 
attack anyone and nobody knew what to do and they would complain but none of us 
would care apart from Dran. Also Jona at these time’s was just ragging all the NSJ 
retards and they were super butt hurt about him. 
 
So dran left really randomly to go on a holiday and he put Enslave/Mitch and 
Glaiven/Matt in charge of CPK. These two were the duo ball sucking pair, one was 
on his right nut and one was on his left nut. They were known as Dran’s slurp squad 
at the time and we used to legit make slurp noises to tilt all three of them randomly. 
Because of this Denis promoted me and Owin and told us to host as well and run 
shit. One wave which Mitch was hosting the retard started screaming for us to hop in 
corp to a world and then started screaming come out and 3 seconds later was 
screaming go back in. Literal dyslexic cunt he was. 
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 I was already added in all the WBG chat’s but i wasn't like a high rank in CPK at the 
time. But now i was a silver star. So yeah we used to run wave’s and fuck about for 
abit. So i went on holiday now for like 5 days and i came back to like 700 skype 
messages. It was all of WBG/Regiment complaining about the BS squad and how 
we can't control them we should kick them blah blah but i wasn't having none of that 
so I replied in the chat with “all of your nans” and left it. This caused everyone to hate 
me and said they didn't wanna be in an alliance with me, personally. I didn’t give a 
shit though I was only there to have fun. So round these times WBG/Dran/Aukie 
made a new set of rules which was everyone had to wear capes or you get KOS for 
48 hours and if you BS and are found guilty you get KOS for 48 hours. 
 
Little after these rules were out I went with the BS squad to BS at a war world and 
we killed Cruel/Jen in the tree’s east of lode. She snitched on me only and I was put 
on 48 hour KOS or some shit. I didn't know but i was at corp a wave later and they 
tried BS’ing me for my tectonic stupid bogan fuck’s, but didn't work out. So yeah 
everything was bare edgy at these stages and Dran hadn't been here really and 
done warbands so it was even more banterful when he came back. 
 
The night he came back and that wave we were outside corp waiting for PKS and 
Jen/Cruel again attacked someone in CPK called Cam S and said “Ungeared = 
KOS.” She legit had no right to say anything but she did that so we all just attacked 
her and killed her. Then 20 seconds and passed and it started a massive BS war 
between all of WBG + Regiment vs CPK. And the next morning we were no longer in 
WBG xD. There is a really iconic picture id of posted here which had Trevorr’s PM’s 
to me saying don't worry what Dran says i'll sort him out, but puush deleted the links 
ffs. 
 
These times after all this drama a lot of my regiment friends stopped speaking to me 
and deleted me because we were “enemies”. Similarly still to this day some of them 
delete people who come to us because of their personal vendettas. 
 
One of the greatest moments during this time was the time Owin gave the account 
details to Roli really randomly when he asked. Roli ended up deleting the entire 
friends list and kicking everyone. Denis made Owin end up re-adding everyone from 
old screenshots Jay, Anna and Dran all had and from memory. Was hilarious after 
but annoying at the time. 

CHAPTER 4 - A SONG OF DRAN AND CLOUD  
The most memorable relationship in CalamityPK, perhaps all of warbands history, is 
the loving relationship of Anna Cloud and iDran. The interracial duo and 
self-proclaimed founders of the friendly friend’s chat treated CPK as if it were their 
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child, staying up all hours of the day, skipping other real-life commitments to the 
point where Dran even attended wave’s whilst in his university toilets, whispering out 
the names of his fearsome enemies as he struck vengeance on them. 
 
The weirdest couple by far but probably the funniest, i remember someone starting a 
rumour which they claim was true where Dran/Anna were dancing with each other in 
edge bank saying “Aw Drannie” and “Aw Annie” to each other. So we used to all say 
it really randomly in FC and apparently it was used as a method of bullying on their 
behalf. 
 
Things were great between the two lovebirds for many months, with Dran even 
visiting her meth shack in California where she no doubt exposed him to her terrible 
life choices and vagina that looks similar to the folds of her neck. “I regret it 
completely man, she didn’t even suck dick dude who the fuck does that” Dran was 
quoted saying this while discussing the matter. Having a break from runescape while 
in California, Dran came on teamspeak while under the influence of marijuana, he 
led a wave, with Anna cackling in the background to herself, clearly proud of what 
she had done to our poor sweet Hundle. Returning home Dran had forgotten his 
laptop, an item which, to this day, two boyfriends later, Anna still keeps. I believe this 
is due to the fact that it may hold the coveted Dranna Cloud sex tape, which she still 
uses for pleasure alongside her 9” crack pipe with a picture of Jonny glued around it 
which doubles as her sex toy. 
 
Back in these times, a lot of us used to bully dran not purposely it was honestly for 
banter and there was a mix up with something personal about his cousin which was 
never serious at the time. But due to all the bullying it all got worse when we made 
like a little skype chat at the time called BabeSquad. The group BabeSquad made as 
anna cloud quoted a “rift” in CPK and split it into two groups. This finally led to the 
downfall of CPK when Anna and Dran made a skype chat to kick Jay from CPK but 
Denis defended him and said no to kicking him. 
 
Same time these lot used to make skype chats wanting to kick Zi/Harry/Dan N 
because they were too reckless but that shit never gonna pass cos family for life. 
 
Shortly after this we were at a wave where all of us were on. I remember T om 
poking me saying anna is off world when we were fighting SAPK. So i just said on 
TS randomly “Anna can you get on world”. She didn't reply so i repeated it and then 
all hell broke lose. You could hear the meth and saliva dripping from her mouth into 
the mic as she screamed at me “YOU FUCKING ASSHOLE YOU THINK YOU RUN 
SHIT”. These times me and Denis just started laughing on MIC and Dran had to 
move us out of the channel two times. But the next morning Dran and Anna had 
packed their bags and gone. 
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It wasn’t long for them to mark their territory when the next day during a wave they 
both were pming people on teamspeak saying “I know you don't like CPK come join 
regiment with us.” Much to our surprise only the bum squad and slurp squad left so 
fuck them all we still outchea nigga. 
 
Whilst this was happening the same wave Trevorr died with supplies and Anna made 
a smart ass comment about tanking or something. Trevorr replied with “you can't die 
because you're always at death list.” This in turn caused Dran to kick Trevorr from 
the FC/Teamspeak at the time. Because a lot of us were in the clan Potato Legacy at 
the time Harry, Zi and Trevorr all left and planned on making their own clan. Whilst 
this was happening the people in BabeSquad planned on leaving and making their 
own clan too. With this both groups united together to create a clan called 
“Luminous” in which Denis was the Gold Key. Shamefully the clan didn’t last long 
because young Denis left to join regiment after not enjoying how CPK was. He did 
however come back a few months later. 
 
The night we lost our hundle. 
The night iDran left CPK will forever live on in CalamityPK history. Brid running 
around attempting to flame Fruitmarket on war world led fruit to call him disabled in 
fc, his sister Rachel, who I would thoroughly enjoy rough sex and a creampie with, 
saw these comments. She was not happy. Young Rail attempted to calm her down 
by saying “it’s not fruit’s fault brid needs floaties to eat cereal incase he drowns” 
fruitmarket followed this up with “yeah he’s a fucking spastic”. At this point Rachel 
had enough, she packed up her bendy straw and was on her way to find a new 
warbands fc. It was at this point that Dran went absolutely over the edge. He said 
“this is why CPK is shit now” and ranted for a good five minutes before leaving the fc. 
A couple days before dran/anna left was when we first started macing (April 2015) 
on a large scale, this was on war worlds and on world 2. If i'm correct the first time 
we did it on war world we got 4 +1’s in the space of 30 minutes. Dran legit leeched 
off hella mace splits from us to rebuy a nox before he dipped dirty bastard. 

CHAPTER 5 - TIME WITH NO ALLIES AND ALMOST DYING? 
These times were full on retarded we legit had nobody. We had to steal the FC name 
back from Anna after they all dipped on us. So me, Denis and Owin convinced anna 
that we just wanted the names added from the old CPK account and then we quickly 
hustled and bustled to transfer the name to a fresh account, my refer a friend 
account at the time. Was banter as fuck though because anna cloud full on went on 
like we stole the entire FC it was just the name. 
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We legit used to have waves where we had 10 people back then because it was so 
bad for us having to rebuild semi. These times all these PKS cuck’s used to have 
names like “CPKISDEAD” thinking we’d die like naturare promised o.O. 
 
None of the generals were active back  then including Aus and Jay so CPK got 
saved pretty much thanks to Tinko and Kristaps, who did most the waves and kept 
the shit together and hanging there. If it wasn’t them, many people would have left. 
 
I don't know if this is the best place to fit this in but CPK has been a notorious FC for 
some high profile losses during warbands. For example one of the first big seismic 
wand losses during wbs by Rob D. One of the bigger losses which stands out are the 
two infamous shadow nox bow’s lost by none other than Sofi. The first of these when 
shadow dyes were roughly 450m was just by quercus to Normally. Shamefully the 
bow dropped for 2k coins back then so it wasn't as big as it could've been. The 
second shadow bow was during a after war when there was some ragging at ditch. 
Sofi dc’d during it and asked on teamspeak if someone could kill him. As Aus was 
killing him, Nin decided to mace him and Sofi got smited as he died and lost his 
shadow bow. Once again the bow dropped for 2k coins and still to this day is in a 
shrine in Aus Swaggs house. 
Over the years in CPK we have been the type of FC to devise random bullshit which 
as we would say “catches.” Stuff like this includes random phrases in the FC and like 
random shit we would do at waves. Examples of this in the fc were phrases like; take 
to wave, ffs, nahh bullshit, b2b l0000000l, 69 ded 96 pep, 2 rdi. Some of the random 
shit we did at wave included stuff like Cosmetic bands and something we took really 
seriously 3 years ago called Big Risk Big Reward. 
 
BIg Risk Big Reward is completely literal to the name. At this time in warbands the 
average gear was barrows/royal and the odd ganodermic. Ports was very rare and 
considered high risk as it dropped for coins and was expensive to use at the time. 
We started taking stupid items like dual t90’s, t90 power armour and nex armours 
just to make waves more interesting and to hype our waves up more. We did lose 
multiple sing’s and drygores due to this mid wave and our resident donators Ben and 
Sofi donated multiple tectonic and sirenic sets also. I guess this concept gave our 
waves a sense of adrenaline rush in trying not to die for risk. 
 
With how dead waves were at time’s we usually found ourselves really outnumbered 
even on waves where we would of pulled a lot of people. Due to this we found 
ourselves using a new tactic which was the killing familiars tactic. As much as people 
can claim they started this it came from us. Familiar hp’s were scuffed around this 
time so killing a yak was really easy. Whenever we needed to pull of this 
underhanded sneaky shit someone on teamspeak would just say “What do we do 
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when we're outnumbered?” and everyone would be on the same wave length. It 
wasn't until they buffed hp bar’s for familiars till this became irrelevant.  
 
However still to this day we play a game in the FC called the tort game. It started 
back in PKU when a guy called Leader Rob who was a disabled dribble used to do 
waves. He legit sounded like he was drowning in spit constantly. But he used a 
tortoise whilst everyone else used a yak. Due to this we used to kill his tortoise at 
wars or mid wave and he would complain we were bullying him. One time he even 
asked me to move into a channel because he wanted to make a complaint so i 
pretended to disconnect from teamspeak and ended up giving him a ban with a 
message “teamspeak error: contact teamspeak administrator” because i didn't want 
to talk to him privately about his tort being killed ffs. 
 
One wave I remember really well when we had no allies we were fighting someone 
outside of corp on a world and some of us were on a different world fighting. I 
remember Denis being like north west farm and he’s on teamspeak screeching for 
help. And none of us are responding and he's constantly complaining until randomly 
Fruitmarket screams “STFU” and everyone started laughing. Denis rage quit TS then 
and started to rag people from pond LOOOL. 
 
Fruitmarket was a real character from being butt hurt about his ascensions for over 3 
years to stubbing his toe and screaming at his cat on teamspeak. One of his actual 
greatest moments was randomly during a wave he BS’ed and killed Soupy. Soupy 
lost a golden barrows set and was like why would you do that if i lose that. 
Fruitmarkets reply to it was “go and reclaim it at diangle.” 
 
These times Denis was a proper salty cunt over everything. One of the times which 
proved Denis was so salty at these times was when we had a fall in near pond. 
Everyone was falled in on Denis but Owin was out of the fall in. Someone died for a 
Nox Staff which spawned next to Owin and Denis raged at Owin for being out of the 
fall in and claimed Owin had to split him for it. At the time it was so hilarious because 
of how mad Denis was. 
 
At one stage couple of the people in CPK who remained left and joined a new FC 
which my nigga Dran created called VitalityPK. It lasted all of 4 waves before closing 
down because competition was fierce aka they got crashed every wave. 
 
Also during this period the Soupy drama happened. Soupy was Pking on world 2 and 
got hit offline by Lexonn/MK Ultra for a noxious scythe. They paid to use garbage’s 
booter at the time and these niggas were full on sweating it saying they didn't use it. 
Most of us used to be friendly with quite a few of the JWF people but these niggas 
were defending them two saying they didn't hit him off when there was a video of it. 
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In retaliation we did hit Lexon off for a barrows dyed bow originally. It was only meant 
to be once as well but then faris hit him off again for a staff i believe which he solo 
healed him for as well. But this is where the drama between JWF well what is JWF 
and CPK started. Some could say this is around the time when all these JWF rejects 
gained some relevance by mentioning our name but all they were left with was some 
h1z1 skins and some final fantasy chibis, no names! 
 
These times also there was a infamous threat in CPK known as W i l l s. This nigga 
used to sit on an alt on world 2 day in day out scouting maces the money hungry 
twat. No idea how he got into CPK but he was IRL friends once with SAIK. This 
nigga was so scummy he used to tell SAIKS friends as if he was SAIK to invite him 
to raids cos he was blue dog shit. This nigga full on used to not speak on teamspeak 
if his mum was home because he didn't want her to judge him. This guy went to 
university and started piping up on teamspeak loads and then claimed we hit his 
entire university offline. 
 
One of the nights when we were solo we wear teaming with a couple illuzion pkers 
on war world. We were south of beacon and a guy called Pvm Franco (Arriel in 
SAPK’s brother) who was in shailay at the time was like tryna rag someone. These 
times i used to be able to type cos i wasn’t perm muted so i convinced him i was 
argentinian also and spoke to him in spanish and convinced him to help me rag the 
people. We ended up whipping him north and macing him for the nox bow. This guy 
was like 8 years old at the time and ended up joining CPK later LOOOL. 
 
During this period as well Myra claims to of PK’d her first Nox. We were mid wave 
macing people and we were gonna mace this random regiment guy for his bow. Just 
as the macers hit him Myra snapshotted him also and got the kill. She went and told 
everyone on twitter and her friends list she PK’d the nox herself ffs. Myra has been a 
real character over the time she has been in CPK including her “i don't want to snitch 
but weeman is 1v1ing east of corp” whilst we were regrouping earning her the title of 
snitch and when she was tb’ing one wave and someone asked her to tb someone 
she said “one second my runes are in my yak.” Such classics. 
 
On the 17th of January 2016, after a warbands wave in which we fought PKS we did 
our usual walking down to ditch with wrath prayer on spamming random useless shit. 
After the wave however we went to quercus and falled in on random PKS rejects and 
spammed @@ signs with random stuff behind them like “chinese slag” and “baby 
dong norm.” This event ended with the permanent mute of Jay who still to this day 
remains muted. 
 
CPK teamspeak over the years has been known pretty well for its rowdiness and 
autistic screeching both during and outside of waves with people shouting at each 
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other and yelling over each other all for banter and fun. Around 2 years ago we 
hosted karaoke events for all of warbands and managed to pull over 100 people onto 
teamspeak to take part with Owin as the DJ. The night was fun with lots of duos and 
random songs and people singing and fucking about until Owins dad turned off his 
router because he had school in the morning and cut the night short LOL. 
 
Another great memory on teamspeak which is more recent was during a war world 
whilst everyone was moaning and getting annoyed at each other Baq randomly 
started playing the titanic theme song on his flute. Nobody expected this and it was 
fucking hilarious at the time.  
 
Another hilarious moment which fits into this period was when Aus Swagg lost his 
Nox Bow to Baq. It was an australian wave and Aus DC’d and someone told him it 
was safe to log in which it was. As he was logging in snugly told Baq to AGS spec 
him and Baq AGS spec’d him and he died for his nox bow losing his perks. Although 
Aus was tilted as fuck looking back on it, it was hilarious. 

CHAPTER 6 - TEAM XD AND WILDY EMPIRE TEAMING 
These times legit we were teaming with niggas for banter to make war worlds fun. 
We didn't even want to actually like ally with people till Team XD and even dead it 
wasn't the best of choices but it was fun. Most of the time we just wanted to make 
war worlds more interesting and mix things up. We used to take the yellow capes at 
the time and make them war with us with all the little brazilians and all these random 
noobs in their staff of lights. Was good banter watching them spam and get hyped 
cos their bagging all these big pks ego’s. 
 
Team XD was like a makeshift alliance with CPK, 103, Requiem and Synergy. 
Mostly was done for the shits and giggles but it was fun although we did babysit 
synergy and 103 a lot of the time and requiem were always at school and work!!!! 
But all is forgiven x 
 
One good memory we did have during this time was the Owin’s wand palava. South 
of farm Owin dc’d or got smited for his wand god knows and died but nobody looted 
it because we managed to push everyone out at the time. A little birdy still to this day 
whispers that Dan N looted the wand but didn't tell anyone, looks like he’s 2 wands 
up on CPK LOL. 
 
At one wave outside corp during war Jay once called “Get on shoulder he has no 
shoulders irl.” This was on one of the first few waves where Team XD had been 
together. Little did he know that shoulder was also in 103 Wbs and was team. 15 
seconds after finding out he went on to say “never mind he does have shoulders irl.” 
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There wasn’t much to this era apart from the classic Wbs bullshit and fun. 

CHAPTER 7 - THE RISE OF WBJ 
You may ask yourself, what does WBJ stand for? Well, WBJ actually does not have 
a meaning, but let me dive into the backstory of how WBJ became to be. It all began 
in early 2014 with a yung xp gainer named Pony. Pony was intrigued with the virtual 
numbers on his account and developed the mindset to achieve 200 million 
experience in all skills. This led to Pony’s interest in the distraction and diversion 
known as Wilderness Warbands. Pony started off as a random joining friend chats 
from the WBG alliance warband tracker site. During Pony’s birth, he was categorized 
as a child prodigy with over an IQ of over 185 at the age of 3. Renowned doctors and 
scientists from all over the world studied the phenomenon of Pony’s birth and 
discovered the many talents the young prodigy had been born with. For the sake of 
this chapter, I will list only some of the many talents which include, his charisma, his 
leadership skills, and his pking abilities. These skills led to the development of the 
early stages of Pony’s warbands friends chat. Pony had started off being an active 
contributor in WBG friend’s chat called DailyXP by scouting and assisting with gear 
checks. It wasn’t long until Pony had flourished within the ranks and eventually 
started hosting for the friends chat after the owner of DailyXP had maxed and 
stopped doing warbands. Pony had consistently hosted waves in his friend’s chat 
(primarily reset waves) under DailyXP’s host code. Now no one really knew who the 
heck Pony was because the host code was still under the name DailyXP.  It was 
difficult to get a host code at the time because WBG had like 30 fkn friends chats in 
the alliance. Pony was never an official WBG host until a few months later shoutout 
to my nigga Josoo (best WBG admin) had officially gave Pony his own WBG tracker 
host code where he could host freely without any restrictions compared to before. 
His friends chat would be known as one of the best WBG fc to warband with during 
resets nicknamed Ponybands at the time! CREDITINTALS FROM SUPREME WBG 
LEADER: (https://i.imgur.com/Wcv7Kmo.png) PONYBANDS actually fought for their 
xp unlike most WBG fcs which quickly led to the downfall of many random chats that 
would get crashed by 2 people. This led to the expansion of Ponybands which 
composed of many elite, top ranking pkers at the time.  
 
Before WBJ got its name, it was referred to as Ponybands and later known as 
coifbands. During the time, the main fashion for helmet wear was the dragon med 
helm. Archers, magicians, and warriors would all wear the dragon med helm as 
accuracy was not affected by the different worn equipment pre legacy update. So, to 
rebel from the dull fashion, Forever 21, Abercrombie & Fitch, and Nike all partnered 
up with Pony to introduce a new fashion statement to the warband community and 
you guessed it! The line of “god coifs” were introduced. God coifs became the new 
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hip fashion trend after the legacy update had been introduced which meant that 
accuracy of armor did actually matter, causing armor to match the appropriate style 
for the best accuracy. This was before the update of royal d’hide coifs, so the 
demand for god coifs rose as they were best available line of helms to wear for the 
common warbander. Pony had capitalized on this idea and thus the line of god coifs 
had expanded further and everybody started wearing them!  
 
So, this begs the question, how did Ponybands/Coifbands develop the name WBJ? 
Well, WBJ doesn’t actually have a meaning. This was around the time CPK had 
been in the WBG alliance, primarily during the time of the unregulated BS’ing drama 
going off around the entire alliance. Steve was leader of the WBJ legacy talibans and 
a lot of WBJ members enjoyed 1 iteming dbow/black salamander/AGS people during 
wars just for fun. With this in mind, you can imagine that WBJ was involved in many 
BS’ing scenarios. This caused a lot of drama with other WBG chats (CPK included). 
One time CPK killed my boy Warcry Me Jd for his virtus wand lmaooo. Recall 
though, this was the time were warbands was hecka more active and had hundreds 
of people doing waves, so the handful of BS’ing does go unnoticed most of the time, 
which leads to the issues being dealt with from both sides. Now, no one really was 
friendly with each other with the topic of BS’ing as expected, so to solve the problem 
would usually just lead to more BS’ing. NSJ/Wanderers held a big grudge against 
WBJ for some time, leading many NSJ/Wanderer ranks finding petty excuses to 
attack WBJ members. One time Kaiyser Soze was in tectonic and all of 
NSJ/Wanderers chased him all around farm whilst there were other whites to fight 
just because he was good friends with Ed Winn, a regiment member so they thought 
he was in regiment. Although Kaiyser Soze did betray us for regiment at one point, 
he lost a main hand ascension to Destroy, which was later refunded, but that is 
another story! So, it was after a reset wave, post war ragging. WBJ was at its natural 
habitat ragging JWF at beacon from Quercus single line with dbows/black 
salamanders/AGS, when all of a sudden the WBG fall in was spotted by notorious 
WBJ Mexican member, Dragonwiz4 who was bit of a foreigner who shouted in panic, 
“WBG is coming!!” Although he did say it right the first time, he continued to shout in 
panic, changing his wording of the call to “WBJ is coming!! WBJ is coming!” This 
made the entire teamspeak laugh as everyone was trying to understand his call over 
the spanish soap operas playing in his background. He pretty much mixed the 
pronunciation of WBG with WBJ and the name stuck later on. Ponybands/Coifbands 
was now known as WBJ. Since the name change of the friend’s chat, many have 
been creative with what the name actually meant. Popular ideas include, We bait 
juniors, Warband Jellybean, Wet Blow Job, and We burn Jews. All of which are 
INCORRECT. WBJ has no official meaning.  
 
You’re wondering, how in the heck did WBJ and CPK bond? Well, it all started with 
Yung Dran. Dran had an interest in the early stages of WBJ when Calamitypk was 
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still in the PKS alliance. Also during the time Yung Pony had pked Calamitypk’s 5th 
finest pker at the time for a drygore rapier (https://i.imgur.com/1WWihx6.png). Pony 
had also taken countless karil sets from Dran (https://i.imgur.com/ZjU2u4J.png). 
Include Pony’s 185 IQ, and diverse skill sets, Pony was a for sure candidate to be a 
close warbanding friend with Dran. Dran seeked skilled pkers and allies after leaving 
the PKS alliance. Thus Dran and Pony became good friends for a while. CPK and 
WBJ members got along well. The start of the unbreakable friendship between Aus 
and Pony for the first time and thinking he sounds like arq for whatever reason 
(https://i.imgur.com/MDntDMQ.png). Throughout the BS’ing era of WBG, although 
CPK and WBJ did attack each other at times under the WBG alliance, they were still 
friendly by heart. After the bond breakage between CPK and the WBG alliance, WBJ 
still remained close relations with CPK. Around the time CPK leadership had shifted. 
CPK was merely a rogue fc with no allies during the time. The many times WBJ and 
CPK had found each other in the wilderness, both chats had a general consensus to 
not attack each other. WBJ was still in the WBG alliance, which consisted of 7 
remaining chats left which included, WBJ, NSJ/Wanderers, Masterbands, 103 Wbs, 
Alpha Wbs, Wbs M8, and Regiment. It wasn’t until long NSJ/Wanderers left the 
alliance and became their own rogue fc due to internal issues, as well as Regiment 
joining PKS shortly after. The remaining WBG fcs did not know what to do but to 
spur around the idea of starting a new alliance. Fun fact for you lot, WBJ never left 
the WBG alliance. Pony was contemplating on what to do as the disbandment of the 
WBG alliance was inevitable. Surely enough, before Pony had made a decision, 
Alpha Wbs disbanded, and Masterbands/Wbs M8/103 Wbs (103 later joined the 
Team xD alliance) created their own alliance leaving WBJ to be the last fc in the 
WBG alliance. This was primarily due to everyone leaving the skype group besides 
Pony and his ranks, being the last in the WBG leaders skype group. So WBJ started 
fighting alongside CPK from there on out. WBJ ran for another good 1 year and a 
few months. After the ending of Team xD, reset waves were primarily hosted on the 
WBJ teamspeak (shoutout to the OG loot scouts, Alex, Crusaderr, Mike, McCaine) 
for covering every single loot world no lie, we literally had like 30 beamed worlds and 
knew locations to every single camp cos we all had like 10 alts each at the time, we 
were all xp nerds lmao. GMT and Aussie waves were hosted on the CPK 
teamspeak. WBJ eventually slowly dissolved into CPK as time passed. As stated by 
Masternate, WBJbecame the backbone of CPK and without WBJ, CPK would just be 
like big Jeremy Rambo’s name in 2015, CPKISDEAD. Throughout early warbands 
history WBJ and CPK had always been good pals and WBJ can’t thank CPK enough 
for taking us in and having all the good memorable moments together :) 
 
Some are still with us today, but many have passed. It’s been fun those of you that 
have been in WBJ, no matter how long you’ve been with us WBJ is still a family!  
Honorable mentions to… Hqred, Ya Its Steve, lKeith, Warcry Me JD, Zurg, Cho 
WK, Liaron, Collarbone, Rag Hero, Knife Story, Bergster, Kingnuggets, PoliticJones, 
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U mad at k0, Ericrst2004 (for hosting the teamspeak), Knight Ryan, Ianmiso, 
Mexican Andy, Das1330, Hize, KatieP,  Samwich, Always Mean, XxCavalierxX, 
Osse, Ghastly, Hope (LOL), Shrkbrewpony, Dragonwiz4, Wind, IRUNEKO, Dallas, 
GLrebuilding, MasterNate, Dean (Rest easy man), Swag swag (T-Nasty), Drew (the 
operator), Kaiyser Soze, Bluey, STO P, NZ Steve (who named his daughter “whites 
at corp”), Harbinger, Ton i, Pedro, Mood, Amy, Mike 1, Crusaderr, McCaine, 
Aboedja, Zorp, Orth, Tinaa, Washly, Chimi, Mojan, Colgatetotal, Sensai :), Fresaliz, 
Spotleewolf, Helliskool, Riv, Rorys, Vanja, LuckyCharms, Mig, Noah L, Ice Barrage, 
Ele V, Keahu, Bilbs, God Almighty, Persnickety, Jose Crash, Ian x3, Reymi, 
Leaferino, Guerilla T, White Eric, Wosby 

Memorable WBJ&CPK Screenies 

https://i.imgur.com/PTnjvBq.png - WBG tracker 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiKFxohwpkA - Legend Bergster 
https://i.imgur.com/MpeUCjk.png - Prepping for the WBG tournament where we 
came 2nd against Divinebands! (RIP DR) 
https://i.imgur.com/DZhZvR9.png - Pony dying to the brazilians because they didn’t 
understand english 
https://i.gyazo.com/22d26dc247ebe3bdce4c4c8a84159793.png - WBJ Corp event 
where we killed Aus cause he dced and we moved corp under him 
https://i.imgur.com/hY7e8oT.png Dran loaning Pony an alt to war with Potato Legacy 
for clan cup, shortly before getting DQed for mass recruiting! 
https://i.gyazo.com/61b32e450a3c576d5bb806ab7b6985a8.png - King Nate 
https://i.gyazo.com/2630e2095849a7dbe38eecda603f3789.gif - Rest In Potatoes  
Logan 
https://i.gyazo.com/225e996fab5a5df6ed862281e65e8633.png Tyranny in WBJ 
https://i.imgur.com/Hu1wgdd.png - First WBJ Raids kill (look at boots LOL) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4iEk0okCKM - Washly&Kaiyser Duo BM 
https://i.imgur.com/1mV3XTf.png | https://i.imgur.com/hpGh170.png | 
https://i.imgur.com/uvFAEIV.png | https://i.imgur.com/D8msqKT.png | 

   Wbj family (◡‿◡✿)   

CHAPTER 8 - HOW TELOS NEARLY KILLED CPK AND THE 
REASON CPK STAYS RELEVANT TO THIS DAY  
I had been in CPK for four months after being maced (unsuccessfully) by them due 
to egotistical and irresponsible leaders running rampant in Wilderness Empire. 
Everything was going amazing, I was enjoying pking rather than being seen as a 
means to an end, that end being 40 looters getting their 75 supplies. In Wilderness 
Empire I had been a regular pker or as they called “anti” for the four months I joined, 
and had finally gotten my rank up to a 2 banana after having a rank trial vs 
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Ekvivalent, someone who would later become a good friend, also she’s fine as fuck I 
wanted to do disgusting things to her in that trial and real life. This compared to the 
satisfaction of gaining ranks and privileges such as server mod on ts and account 
access made it feel like you were actually doing something useful and had a reason 
to do more than the base minimum. People have the misconception that ranks mean 
nothing in CPK due to the ease at which people can obtain them either by being 
friends or even paying for them. However that’s irrelevant if you’re essentially an 
outsider with no prior connections and actually contribute to receive them. Everything 
was great, I was becoming a better pker each wave and getting to know more of the 
members due to having to talk them into coming to dead waves. That’s when it 
happened. Telos was released. There had been updates in my four months that had 
disrupted waves and the FC but nothing like this. Everyone who remotely enjoyed 
PVM or wanted money was camping this boss. We lost many people for a long time 
that we’d never truly get back such as Denis, Tinko and Wolfskuul, they were always 
still there but nothing more than a name who rarely talked or interacted. I had never 
skipped a wave at that point because it was so fun, so I went to a wave where it was 
just myself, Myra, and a new member who wanted to try out CPK. I spent the whole 
wave reassuring him CPK wasn’t always this dead and it would improve after the 
Telos hype died down. During the wave we got hit by 30 SAPK, not only were we 
about to die but I was totally embarrassed that this is what CPK had gotten to so 
quickly, however when 15 Hue ran in to save us after we joined their channel and 
asked for help I learned why CPK couldn’t die due to numbers. The difference 
between us and everyone else is that we’re purely an emotional FC, we can clear 
people with half their numbers if the mood is good regardless of the skill of people at 
the wave. The reason we were so good was because of the characters in CPK. 
We’ve always had trouble with in-fighting and that’s purely because clashes of 
characters. We all have egos and an amount of freedom to develop and be 
ourselves rather than being forced to conform to rules and the ideal FC member. 
Nothing could beat people like Owin, Jay, Tinko, Denis, Faris, Aus etc all talking and 
bantering mid wave, it made everything more relaxed and fun and is the reason 
we’re all so content to die 20 times a wave, we’re having fun and joking around so 
who really cares about dying to recycle? You think we won’t fucking recycle lmfao? 
This was the driving factor behind everyone I tried to recruit; Jebac, Expred, King L, 
Anna (bae), Trina etc. They’re characters. They would enjoy it themselves and add 
something different to the FC. Good pkers who can rag and war well are worthless if 
the rest of the FC are just drones that do what they must so they get their loot and 
then leave. You need people who want to be there and make a difference, and in 
turn bring out the best in others. Jebac may be a retard that nobody wanted after I 
added him but he adds something different, foreign banter and shitty jokes lighten 
the mood. King L lost a shit load of nox’s and was always dirt poor but how can you 
not love him and laugh when he joins TS and talks about his wife and kids? This 
philosophy would later lead me to clash with the aussie couple that shan’t be named. 
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People wanted long time members kicked/deleted for not doing waves and often got 
talked down because of their lack of attendance, leading to a shitty atmosphere and 
waves that amounted to Sever Squad tier organisation where we spent 20 minutes 
regrouping and getting barked at if you leave the fall in. Just having old members in 
FC occasionally to harp back and talk about the past is important enough itself.  

CHAPTER 9 - SKULL TRICKING AND THE BAN OF CALAMITYPK 
AND CREATION OF CALAMITYPK1 
On the cold morning of February 16th 2017 prior to our wave preparations I (Jay) 
was looking to PM our companions in CPK about warbands. As I went to log onto the 
account I was logged in and booted off instantly. I tried again and this time I was 
greeted by the ban splash screen. Being in shock I spam poked aus and spammed 
our skype group the amar appreciation society whilst I was laughing alone in the 
channel on teamspeak. After careful inspection we had noticed that we had been 
banned for the offence of “Real World Trading”. In an attempt to get answers we 
questioned a few J mod friends who became reluctant to offer any support at the 
time, but using the adventurer's log we managed to check whether each of our main 
accounts who accessed the CPK account were banned. We found that the bosnian 
king of PVMA “Tinko” himself was banned for a similar charge of RWT. 
 
After tinko got the original account banned we needed to create a new one so I (Ben) 
set to it.  I made the email and created the account then set to getting everyone 
re-added. This was a group effort in remembering everyone who needed to get 
added and we all worked together compiling a list of names who I added 1 by 1 to 
the new account. During this time I started taking donations on the account to pay for 
membership as the summer package was out at the time swe took enough for the 3 
months as well as some extra to put toward premium at the end of the year. I started 
on the ranks and then logged off to go to dinner, someone tried logging in and had 
no success. We tried and tried and no luck I was panicking at this point due to all the 
effort I had been through redoing everything and taking everyone's money. I put in a 
account recovery app and to my luck I got a response and they were happy to 
provide me with the details. I had spelt the creation email wrong as there isn't any 
confirmation when creating accounts. So even after we got banned there was issues 
all due to my own stupidity and poor spelling. 
 
Good times of cpk… Skull Tricking has taken a part in cpk it’s been 2 years ever 
since we started that shit. Starting with macing people on world 2 and world 18 
(legacy nox’s were so easy unless there was that fucking 1 8 4 9 fc which had loads 
of people sometimes and we couldn't mace any1. ;( ). We pretty much single 
handedly cleared out the wildy lode of world 2 and world 18. After we cleared both of 
those worlds, which took like 2 months and every1 knew if there’s a mager with a 
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wand at wildy lode, CPK had maces at either carralanger or green hill so they all 
screamed for their nans to bank their t90s or w/e weapon they were using. So, after 
the clearing it was a bit of a quiet time for us, the money wasn't coming that easy 
anymore and some of us even had to PVM LUL.  

 
The rise of long awaited wilderness diaries was a thing which brought our community 
back together. Running around with 50 people at revs etc. It wasn't about the money 
anymore it was about the fun. Random people like Suspection (Ethan) joining CPK 
for just 2 weeks because of money. Funny. s/o to the best scout with 2 accounts, 
never leeching - CECIL. Jokes.  
 
August 8th will be memorized quite well as it’s the first tier 92 weapon ever 
peekayed. The naked Seren god bow, worn by the man who's known by name 
FORGIVING found a new owner - QUEEN MOEW. Maced by countless amount of 
people, the split was 50m which sounds pretty trash, but as GLAC would say, history 
was made, the first t92 was pked! Still remember Shazza’s (Moews) shaking voice 
saying “I got it!”. 
 
During the wilderness diaries hype a few mishaps took place. During this time we 
used a skull trick using no ammo/runes to target a yak which would force the yak to 
attack you without yourself being skulled and causing the owner of the familiar to 
skull. Knowing how this worked we managed to find A Friend in the rev dungeon and 
planned on using it to scare him however we decided against that and just ran in to 
follow him and spam useless shit. Little did we know later that day Baq would go on 
to use the skull trick to skull him in the same gear Faris would wear. Due to this a 
video was made and Baq and Faris both received 2 week bans/holidays. An 
unfortunate day for us. This was at the same time the reprisal skull trick was around 
as well which as clever as it was none of us used. 
 
Early november 2016 saw the release of bounty hunter. With the well awaited update 
most of CPK were eager to get some fun single pking and messing about. I was of 
course the first to die when i realised there was no teleing as i dc’d. Although bounty 
hunter was a massive let down and a massive boosting fest most of us did make our 
fair share of boosting, but the real increase came after when people started doing 
Revs because of it. With the release of the armour patches rev’s items/pvp items 
became more in demand and this made for an increase in player base in the rev 
cave area. Some would say many meals were bought with this. Although this was a 
great increase in money it wasn't until we started to bug abuse did we actually 
understand the true power of intercept skulling. It started off with us using it to skull 
people in revs by surging in with 2 magers and a intercepter. One mager would TB 
the victim the other would target and attack his yak whilst the interceptor intercepted 
the mager attacking the familiar. This method worked flawlessly and allowed us to 
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take items away from those who had proved impossible to skull. As time went by 
however we began integrating intercept skulling into our wyrms sector and into our 
luring sector. 
 
One day i was on 07 doing agility and DXB/GinNTectonic/Andy PMed me saying I 
have a good way we can lure. We discussed using wilderness tabs because they 
had no warnings to lure people into the wilderness via forums by pretending to sell 
them a party hat and at the time skulling them wouldn’t be needed as they would 
have shards or noted/stackable items. The first attempt we made on this we got a 
successful lure. Doing this we began to branch out and develop a script using the 
infamous “Invention Supplies” lure to take people up there. At one point in order to 
integrate intercept skull tricking we used to trick people into summoning familiars to 
hold more supplies for us also. Some of the items we got up their included; t92 
weapons, t90 weapons(multiple at a time), rares (santa's, masks, edibles) and even 
shards. No names mentioned as to who was involved in this but it was some of the 
most fun we had.  
 
The first santa hat we got up there was a level 102 mercher from the ge. We 
managed to get him up there but realised he had no familiar, so quickly improvising 
we dropped him a bull ant and told him to use it to bank his items. The idiot instantly 
fell for it and was skulled with intercept and lost his santa hat. 
 
The snakiest of the snakiest in CPK has during the past 4 years developed into an 
organized and well-established branch within the CPK community. Thanks for the 
rain we say everyday, as we're flooding in t90s and t92s at all times, also within the 
luring side of CPKs snaking. A great man once said:  "Hey, can you buy me some 
invention supplies?" To buy, or not to buy invention supplies they ask themselves, to 
hand out their t90 or not is what we translate that to. Although it is important to note 
that this was not the beginning of luring in CPK, legends such as Mole Fly and 
Soupy was the benchmark of extraordinary bagging of valuables from players all 
around the globe. Although these men are no longer with us today, their tales from 
the peaching days live on to this day. Sadly all of these methods no longer has the 
potential it once had, as patches such as warnings has limited the trustworthiness of 
these lures. In the future we will find new methods to continue our snaking, and the 
infamous abyss luring will forever be the core of our bank accounts, and will continue 
to make us happy ever after. 
 
Although we used intercepting for luring, revs and wyrms was the biggest impact for 
us with it. Also although we did use it we weren't the only group of people using it but 
we were the most impactful after the countless reddit posts and threads targeting us. 
We had challenges when we used to do shit for example “The nox set from scratch” 
and the “Hat Trick”. Getting 3 +1s back to back without having to split with the few 
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people or getting a entire nox set in 1 set of hopping. It made most of us billions and 
it brought a lot of us together. 
 
Unfortunately early January 2017 saw the fix of the skull trick. With this a lot of us in 
CPK fell victim to the ban hammer also those who were banned had some wealth 
removed. Some of the names and durations of our holidays are included; Faris 
(perm), Black Sam (3 weeks), Denis (3 Weeks), Jay (2 weeks), Sofi (2 Weeks), 
Kristaps (2 Weeks), Andy (2 Weeks), Durza (2 Weeks), Maxwel (2 Weeks), Pony( 2 
Weeks), Dubzie (For having the name Cpk), Bluey (2 Weeks), Nate (2 Weeks), 
Havishan (2 Weeks). Although this set as back in terms of people at warbands i can 
safely say majority of us enjoyed our holiday in the bahamas and many of us are 
willing to take the flight again if need be. 
 
After the ban wave skull tricking was on a decline until the double xp weekend of 
february 2017 where the abyssal demon spot at carrallangar became a hot spot. 
Here we managed to abuse the fact AOEs carried on familiars by stalling our familiar 
to spawn quicker then when we logged in under our target at the abyssal demons 
spot. Using camouflage pots and other deceitful tactics to mask our characters we 
managed to skull trick those who were only here to complete a slayer task and claim 
their +1’s. 
 
Shortly after this the patch of the AOE’s on familiars skull trick took place deeming 
the wilderness almost a safe haven for the redditors and noob’s. It wasn’t until a 
young snake emerged between the two groups of CPK skull trickers and told of the 
ancient secrets which one group had used, using misclicks to help skull people. 
From here a new generation and era was born in the wyrms field. Two teams would 
battle endlessly in order to control the wyrms area across runescape and both teams 
originated from the same FC Calamitypk1.  
 
Some things, you should also know. Expred has never maged anything he’s always 
done the leeching part of skull trick (still the best) aka macing only. Up until now 
Kristaps still hasn’t maged any tier 92 weapon, there has been failures where 
Lorddragon20 put his protect on last second before dying and therefore keeping his 
seren godbow. Just a tip, never let Dan/Barge mage anything, he’s useless at 
maging especially legacy! Never gonna forget how we could of gotten first praesul 
wand pk but sofi decided to cross the agility shortcut right when guy was on the other 
side without pray and just needed to finish him off, but he logged. If you ever mention 
sofi “Open gate” he’s gonna know what you’re referring to.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2cCCYlIB0w  
 
I want to give big shoutouts to: 
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1) CPK A TEAM - PONY, KRISTAPS, SOFI, JAY, EXPRED (SNAKED IN), 
BLUEY, MAXWEL, RAG, JEAPERS, ANDY, JER 

2) CPK B TEAM - AUS SWAGG, TRINA, AUSTIN, T_OM, DURZA, EXPRED 
(SNAKED OUT) 

3) CPK Z TEAM - IM RAMI, PERILZ 
Honourable mentions: Mace team 6. 

CHAPTER 10: CPK NOW AND THE FUTURE OF CPK AND 
WARBANDS… 
What is there to say now? It’s a dead d&d which we’ve won for the past 4 years and 
will continue winning until everyone else quits because let's be honest every other 
FC is shit and inferior to us lmfao. Bunch of fucking donkeys goodbye. 
 
But no seriously thank you to any warband fc’s that have shown us some form of 
respect or the other fc’s who have dick rode us or the fc’s who generally have 
constantly hated on us because you have helped us strengthen as a family and stay 
here! Also thank you to the people who try to fight us in the wilderness and not use 
excuses or make up fabricated lies to defend egos. 

Full list of honourable members of CPK: 

Jay Jona than Aus Swagg Tinko Shaun 

Denis lDran T om Wolfskuul Compromised 

Kristaps Harry  Dan n Honeymonster Pony 

Spatic Bxd Buster Stargaze Rational 

Expred Moew Sofi Owin Los Lakers 

Aaron Megan/Mu Alice 99 Time/Will Amby 

Dang344 Myra Anna Cloud Rob D Miner 

Cam S Cam M ForestBeast Zi Nutty 

Holla GT Australia Sehun/Falcon Bluey Maxwel 

Masternate Paley Xcutions Jeapers Anno 

Im Rami Perilzz Godlike Pvp GinNTectontic Weeman 

Lil Rachel K Roli W88 Kayne Roon Saik 

Dan N Trevorr Zenakh DutchZerky Ancientace 
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R o S S YoutubeLeo Soupy Glaiven Salmie 

Enslave Heffy Da Toxic Elkotte Elba 

Noah Substance Baq Slipknot Gordo 

XOutlanderJ Kodak Rbi Papacu Deus Grego 

Pedr iGangTaylor Katiau Dieguinhuw Zmda 

Remuera Carmon Dat Is Nice Durza Fruitmarket 

Lelantos Monalisa Whick Jebac F6 

Salty Alex Raj5 Sanely Era Nayfun 

Joelle Seven Of 9 25th Pearl Danny Farmer Blaze 

Dubzie FCB Guam Hanuman David 

Spongeman Washly Mccaine Knife Story Garbage 

Chxoe World Map VJJ Abita Amber Ice Barrage 

Food Wartface Unstable KGL Free Gano 

Gazza IcedGem Xx Michael xx Clubs Cheap 

I Am Death Badmass Hqred Frustum Joe Z 

Welcome Webster Selling94 Frince2 Bottom Kek 

Ton i Lastfart Whackaweed Poverty(xd) September 

Fanet Emasculation Jodo Shelly O      Q   O 

Names Unique Mike 1 Faris BellaMorte 120 Time 

Azzzz Trist Rag Hero Snugly Whats RNG 

X Jay Warthog Sal Chicken Tori 

Pirarucu Dadhinio Alexiz Combatarek Arnab 

Zpk Harbringer Your Dad867 Flash x44 King L 

Free Batwing RickyBear Cna Innovate Karil 

Emm Kai UsNavySeals7 2w 4b 1a 14c Keris Prada 

Kuroda A Wild Terry Vitanje Black Luda Ashani 

Yankiax DonTitskanon Mahamed Q u i t o Lyons Tea 
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Fiss Ayorial Wifey L icy l Jemma 

Railgun RedchalkRun Syme Migrant Timurtif 

Qan Van Slaye Skylar Leon Mf Doom 

Kobe Is GOAT Kittty Jord B Hitman Fun Britao 

Dominance Chaos Ellie Arctic Arctidae Shane 

You Are a QT RsRuinedMe Simon Btw Hehe Xd Logan 

Real Guru 1 Ifrit Joe P Mole Fly 

Peri Savolainen Sperry Deadly Spark 

Kaiyser Soze Barbie Azad Takatukka Versus 

Cresbot Crusaderr Yt-haar M A R T Kings 

Trinity Mellie Wild Magic Kristijan Barge 

 
Liz ard 
 

NinetySix Destroy Vorajo Pash 

Richard D Izzy Tweedledee Timmy Fenrir Path 

Blakland M a h Cried Mary/Aw Naga 

Wosby Lexonn Posnero byj No Stake 
Zone’s avatar 

Amun Peet Chineselight Andy xd Spawning 

Marty l Wonderboy Icy W0lf Satou H Behi 

Pavle Drycores Roon Daniel XD Mimic 

Rickardo Cole W Unripe Mr Obi Power Clean 

Ten Inches Sheck FelixDaCat Mr PK Silently 

Inferior Glimpse Spencer Yt-Haar U Cant Lol 

Lyfe of sin Pastern Jack V Cole B Clan Team 

Johnno Losay S0phie Squidward Fire Sermon 
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Tink Fake Tom David R Snailwalrus David D 

Kitoriver Jayred iDom Damp Cat Glennie 

Bmt Subway Celicia Rachel Wound Idontknowleh 

Dylen Nex To You Edd Mixmasterbob Legio 

Grav Nelson Webolas123 A Magic Doom 

Raquel ZParanoid Gregoire Cassabelle Cookle 

Fanzi Switchfoot Grimmjow Micky Mickey 

Nin Leslie Glaciation Kratos Diglet 

Emma 4fun Justas Deidarabochi Jamo 

W i l l s Togechu Bready imapackyak Fubuki 

Chakir Nobodee lKeith Hax Kuix 

Havishan Cleve KARA 
WILSON 

Froggie Ahol 
 

Lized Kortrijk    
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Graphics Courtesy of Myra (@Myra_Rs)! 
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